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In the last couple of years, LEDs have developed rapidly. Before 1999, LEDs were mostly used for
indicative lighting (e.g. power indicator), however, in a couple of years, LEDs will also be used for
lighting purposes. There are numerous advantageous aspects of LED lighting (e.g. long life, high
reliability, energy efficiency, size and flexibility), unfortunately, there are also some
disadvantageous aspects. One of these dissatisfiers is their sensitivity to temperature changes. An
increase in junction temperature not only causes the peak wavelength of the LED to shift, but it
also reduces the flux output. Depending on the type of LED, these effects can have great
influence on how people perceive the (mixed) light from an LED light source.

LEDs are monochromatic light sources and cannot directly create white light. By mixing a
number of primary colors (e.g. red, green and blue) or by applying a phosphor, light can be mixed
and perceived as white light. Currently, mixing a number of primaries is the most efficient system
solution, but this might change in the future. Unfortunately, if the temperature of the LEDs rises,
the perception of the mixed light changes, because of peak wavelength shift and the flux
decrease. In addition to this effect, LEDs also change over time. For an open loop system (OL),
the sum of these effects is quite visible, a temperature rise of 50°C, will cause a color shift of
Lluv=0.025 and color changes above Lluv=O.O 10 are visible for people. Therefore, color shift is set
at max. Lluv=0.01 o.

This color change effect can be compensated through color feedback, which is the subject of
this report. Four types of color feedback are presently distinguished, these are based on either
temperature, flux or color coordinate measurements. With these measurements, one can control
the color point through temperature feedback (TFB), flux feedback (FFB), temperature feed
forward combined with flux feedback (TFF&FFB) or color coordinates feedback (CCFB). Each of
these control methods is discussed in detail through a block diagram describing the functionality of
the control loop.

In order to test the four different control methods, an RGB experimental set up is built with the
required sensors. Special color control software was written for experiments (but also used in
demonstrators). A short description of the software can be found in this report. Experimental
results were obtained by frequent measurements while the experimental setup is heating up
starting at ambient temperature. Three types of color errors are distinguished.

1. The static color error is defined as the color difference between the actual target color point
and the color point at which the system operates at a certain reference temperature.

2. The dynamic color error is defined as the maximum color difference between a color point
at a certain temperature and the color point at the reference temperature. This error most
strongly reflects the performance of a color control method.

3. The total color error is the difference between the target color point and the color point at
which the system operates at a certain temperature.

The color accuracy results for each control method can be found in the table below:

Error Auv
Dynamic& Expectation AT [K]

OL 0.0217# :::: 0.0250 41
FFB 0.0169 ~ 0.0125 48
TFB 0.0018# > 0.0100 46

FFB&TFF 0.0032 < 0.0100 47
CCFB 0.0046 < 0.0060 47

Table 17: Overview of color accuracy results and estimation for all control methods
&: with respect to color point at calibration temperature

#: only valid for short term, long term errors will be larger
*: based on a 50 °C temperature rise and including maintenance effects
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For the used LED system, we see that the dynamic color error is below target for TFB, TFF&FFB
and CCFB. Clearly, an OL system obtains the largest dynamic color error, however, FFB is not
much better. Temperature feedback (TFB) outperforms all other methods, at least on short term;
on long term, results are likely to be worse due to the maintenance effects. All methods, except
CCFB, offer the possibility to change the user setpoint very dynamically. The FFB methods are
able to determine the additive sensor noise. The current implementation of CCFB cannot detect
this; so additive sensor noise (e.g. stray environmental light reaching the sensors) can influence
the control loop. Note that CCFB uses 3 optically filtered sensors, whereas FFB&TFF only uses a
single photodiode and NTC temperature sensor. Disadvantages of CCFB w.r.t. other methods is
the reduced dynamics for setpoint changes, the influence of additive sensor noise and the
inflexibility for sensing more than 3 LED intensities. Therefore, FFB&TFF is recommended above
CCFB, because of the increased flexibility towards the number of LED colors (or degrees of
freedom), the smaller number of optical sensors (price) and the ability to detect additive sensor
noise.

It is recommended that future work increase the temperature range over which the color control
method is verified. In addition, various control sensitivities to determine the influence of (LED)
parameters like PWM current shape, PWM rise and fall times etc should be determined. And color
control should be implemented in a realistic demonstrator in the future. The maintenance effects
on the performance of TFB should be further investigated, as well as the effects of phosphor
converted LEOs on color control.

During this research, several invention disclosures were submitted, among these, for at least
one a patent will be written. Examples of invention disclosures are a certain type of user interface,
methods to improve initial calibration and algorithms to improve the color control behavior. More
invention disclosures are likely to be submitted in the future.
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1.1 LEDs in genera/lighting
Since recently (1999) the LED performance has increased significantly, LEOs are no longer mostly
used as (e.g. power) indicators. The first applications for these new generation LEOs are signage,
like traffic lights, but also car rear-lights, flashlights etc. Within a few years car headlights and
general (home) lighting will be possible [22] [23] [24].

LEOs have several advantages over common light sources. Among others, they are (or will be)
very energy efficient, highly reliable (solid-state technology), small and very flexible. Combining a
number of different LED colors and properly mixing the light, it is even possible to generate any
color instantaneously (much like a color TV).

Obviously, Philips Lighting has started some research in the applicability of LEOs in general
lighting. The color possibilities are endless, but it needs to be reliable and reproducible.
Reproducibility is important, as noticeable color differences are unpleasant when multiple LED
based light sources light the same object. In addition, the LED output changes if they heat up,
which also results in a change of color. This makes color feedback an important research objective
in LED lighting.

1.2 Problem definition
My assignment is to investigate the possibilities of color feedback and its implications on color
accuracy. Especially the performance differences between the different color feedback methods
should be investigated.

The goal of this research is to investigate the color stability of different control methods, over an
applied temperature interval induced by self-heating. Additional heating can be applied as long as
the resulting LED junction temperature remains within LED specification.

1.3 Scope of research
In order to provide the necessary background for color feedback, some information about human
optics is necessary, this is discussed in chapter 2. Subsequently, the electrical and optical
properties of LEOs are discussed in chapter 3. Next, the available measurement options for color
feedback are summarized in chapter 4. This will be followed by issues related to the calibration of
optical aspects of an LED based system in chapter 5. Chapter 6 will then elaborate on the control
loops related to each of these measurement options. After which chapter 7 describes the
experimental set up on which the different measurement options are compared, followed by the
stability of the controllers in chapter 8. Subsequently, the measurement results are presented in
chapter 9 and finally, the conclusions and recommendations are presented in chapters 9 and 10.

A literature search has been performed (until 12/08/2003) to find public literature about this
subject. The results of this search can be found in Appendix A and reference [15].

This report will not only be used for PHILIPS internally, but also as a final report for my
graduation assignment at the University of Eindhoven (TU/e), therefore it contains some chapters
that might seem redundant to PHILIPS Lighting employees.
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2 Human vision
The human visual system is much more complicated than a simple, linear power converter.
Obviously, we can only see light in what is called the visible range, with wavelengths from 380 nm
to 780 nm, although the real limits are much further apart, namely at 308 nm and 1400 nm. To
further discuss aspects of human optics, this chapter is subdivided into four sections, which will
subsequently discuss the eye sensitivity to light, two color systems (namely the CI E 1930
chromaticity diagram and the uniform chromaticity diagram) and finally aspects of the color
rendering index RA . The general reference for this chapter is [17].

2.1 Spectral eye sensitivity
In the visible range, the eye sensitivity strongly depends on the wavelength. In 1924, the CI E laid
down the photopic eye-sensitivity curve V(A), which is valid for luminance;:: 3.5 cdm-2 (the photopic
light range), where the cones in the eye are used. For very dim light levels (luminance
~ 0.035 cdm-2 or scotopic range), the eye sensitivity is different due to the usage of rods instead of
cones. This sensitivity is described by the V'(A) curve. The shift of about 50 nm between the tops
of both curves is the so-called Purkinje effect. Both eye-sensitivity curves are described in figure 1
below. These curves were determined based on observations of some 250 test subjects.

V (AI phaop;e V(A) scotopic I
1.2-,---- ~------____.

1.0r----------,__- __~------------__l

7807~530 580 630

Wavelength (nrrt

480

oo.,lo-....::;.-~~-_.__~-___..._..~- ..........~..:::..:...-....--.....::::;---_- ______
380

.. 0.8+-------/---+'>----'\-----------__\

1
~ 0.6+------f----+---\-----J~---------__\.
~
;;

'" 0.4r----....~--__1l----~-----'~--------~

O.2f---j-----f-

Figure 1: Photopic V(A) and Scotopic V'(A) eye sensitivity curves

Using these sensitivity curves, one can determine the radiation intensity seen by the human eye
by weighting the spectral power against the applicable eye sensitivity curve.

780"m

cD = KM JE{).). V{).)i).
380"m

(1)

where KM is a constant equal to 683 lumen per Watt (ImlW) for photopic vision, V(A) is the
photopic eye sensitivity curve (in per meter) and E(A) the radiant flux (in Watt).
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2.2 CIE 1930 chromaticity diagram
The color sensitivity of the human eye is laid down by the CI E in 1931, based on tests carried out
by Guild and Wright. In these tests, a large number of normal observers imitated randomly chosen
color impressions using three spectral lines (436, 546 and 700 nm). The standard laid down by the
CIE for the standard observer describes three so-called color-matching functions (CMF) which can
be used to calculate the tristimulus values X, Y and Z. The tristimulus values can be calculated
using

x = fS(tl)x(tl)dtl

Y = fS(tl)Y(tl)dtl

z= fS(tl)z(tl)dtl

(2)

where SeA) describes the spectral energy-flow distribution of the light source and x(A), yeA) and z(A)
are the three color-matching functions. The spectral distributions of these functions can be found
in figure 2 below

__OE2° x bar __OE2° y bar __OE2° z bar

780730680630580

-~'----~--------------

530480
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E
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Q.
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1;j 0.6 -
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0.2

0
380 430

Wavelength [nm]

Figure 2: CIE 1931 2° color-matching functions

The three tristimulus values span a three-dimensional space, in which the color and the luminous
flux is represented. The CIE 2° Ybar is equivalent to the eye sensitivity curve V(A), which means
the emitted flux (cD or L) is equal to KM multiplied by the tristimulus value Y,

780llm

L = cD = K~1 JE(tl). V(tl}itl = K,lf . Y
380llm

(3)
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The color impression is not so much determined by the absolute values of X, Y and Z, but mostly
by the relationship between them. Therefore, the so-called color coordinates are defined, which
can simply be calculated by

x
x=----

X+Y+Z
Y

y=----
X+Y+Z

Z
z=----

X+Y+Z

(4)

The sum of x, y and z is therefore, by definition equal to 1, so that we need only two variables to
characterize the color of a light source (usually x and y). An independent description of color and
luminous flux can be obtained through x, y and L, which can be transformed to tristimulus values
through

X=~~
yKM

Y=~
Kfvf

Z=l-x-y L
y KM

(5)

The x and y coordinates are called the chromaticity or color point of a light source, with which
the universally known CrE 1931 Chromaticity Diagram can be drawn (see figure 3).

"J ' I

.'

r ~~lU'

0.'

---.

.,
1\ ' ......... ' ''-.,_....... 011'....

I lWl!ll~',.~....., ".,..._1___ tII«lOll ...

'D
K

Figure 3: CIE 1931 Chromaticity Diagram
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The color coordinates of fully saturated colors (or spectral colors) determine the edge of the above
diagram. The curved black line inside the color 'triangle' is the so-called black body-locus (BBL),
which is formed by the color coordinates of Planckian radiators. The spectrum of these radiators is
determined by the following formula

(6)

in which cj = 2Jrhc2 and c2 = h'lJ, are constants:

• C1 =374,150.10-18 Wm 2

• C2 =14,388.10-3 mK
The short straight lines that cut the BBL are the so-called Tc-isotherms. Color points on these

lines have the same (correlated) color temperature as the black-body radiator at the point where
the isotherm intersects the BBL. However, the practical significance of these lines is limited.

2.3 CIE 1960 UCS diagram
Although the above chromaticity diagram is widely used, it is not very suitable for comparing colors
or determining color differences, because the area over which a color point may be shifted without
visibly altering its color impression is not uniform over the entire diagram. These areas can be
visualized by so-called MacAdam ellipses, which are shown (10 times enlarged) in figure 4 below.
Clearly, much larger color shifts are permitted in the green region, than in the blue region.

V
0.8

0.4

0.2

0.2 0.4 x

Figure 4: CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram with MacAdam ellipses (10 times enlarged)

Consequently, a more uniform diagram has been defined by a projective translation from the x,y
coordinates to the u, v-coordinates. The diagram is accordingly called the Uniform Chromaticity
Scale (UCS) introduced in 1960 by the CIE. The inter-relationships are
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(7)

Figure 5 below depicts this u,v-diagram, again with 10 times enlarged MacAdam ellipses.
Although, there is still no general uniformity for non-visible color deviations in u,v-space, this
coordinate system is used nevertheless used, for instance to calculate the so-called color
rendering index RA . Note that there are doubts concerning the accuracy and general validity of
MacAdam ellipses.

vO'(ldt=3;:::;::r:J"T-r-111

0.1 0,2 0.3 0.4 0.6 U

Figure 5: CIE 1960 Uniform Chromaticity Scale (UCS) with MacAdam ellipses (10 times
enlarged)

An accurate color feedback system must maintain the color point without visible alterations in
color impression. Therefore, a target maximum color deviation has been defined in the u,v-system
(as it is the most suitable system available for color comparisons). This target is set at ~uv=0.01 O.
However, some people insist that humans can already see color deviations when ~uv=0.005. The
color difference ~uv can be calculated for u,v-color-coordinates (U1, V1) and (U2, V2) by

(8)

The performance of color control systems will be evaluated based on this formula. Three types
of color control errors can be distinguished however. Their inter-relationships are presented in
equation (9) below:

!1UVstatic
'---v--'

transfonnation error

+ !1uvdynamic
'-y-----J

color control error

(9)

Firstly, the static color error, which is defined as the color difference between the target color point
and the color point at which the system operates at a certain reference temperature. This
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reference temperature is defined as the calibration temperature at which the optical properties of
the LED system (and relationships with sensor outputs) are determined.

Secondly, the dynamic color error is defined as the maximum color difference between a color
point at a certain system temperature and the color point at the reference temperature. By
definition, the dynamic color error is zero at the reference temperature. In addition, the dynamic
color error is a direct measure of the performance of the color control feedback system. However,
note that other influences in the system (like driver response) may also have a small part in this
error.

The third type describes the total color error, which is in fact the difference between the target
color point and the color point at which the system operates at a certain temperature. Only in a
worst case scenario, is the total color error equal to the sum of static and dynamic error.

2.4 Color rendering index RA

Two light sources with the same chromaticity coordinates illuminating the same sample, will not
necessarily yield the same color appearances of this sample. This is caused by a different emitted
spectrum. Therefore, a method has been developed to determine the color-rendering properties of
sources in CIE 1974 "Method of Measuring and Specifying Color Rendering Properties of Light
Sources". This method provides a quantitative rating for the color-rendering properties of general
purpose illuminants.

This standard calculates the color change of 14 test colors under the light being tested, relative
to these colors measured under a reference illuminant. The first 8 colors, which are used to
calculate the index RA, are relatively non-saturated color and more or less uniformly distributed
among the complete range of hues. However, they are selected random. The next 6 colors are
employed to provide additional information about the color rendering properties of the light source
in question.

The exact mathematical procedure to calculate the RA-index is presented in Appendix A.
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3 LED properties
In this section, some of the LED properties important for the research discussed in this technical
note will be shortly introduced. The LED properties will be split into electrical and optical
properties. The optical properties discussed here are wavelength shifts, flux decrease and
maintenance.

3.1 Electrical
Electronically speaking, LED characteristics can be compared to diode characteristics. Depending
on the type of chip material, there is a certain forward voltage (VF) above which conduction is
possible, see picture below:

RS = _1~---------i'"

SLOPE

= (VF2- VF1)

(IF2 -IF1)

FORWARD VOLTAGE IVF1 VF'

Vo =X INTERCEPT (IF = 0)

Figure 6: LED emitter diode model [1]

Mathematically this can be written as [1]:

(10)

Unfortunately, there is quite some spread on the turn-on voltage (Vo) and on the series resistance
(Rs). These variations are often referred to as forward voltage variations. The forward voltage is
typically between 3 and 4 Volt. To overcome this problem, the manufacturer usually bins LEOs
(e.g. LumiLeds bins within 0.24 Volt, reference [2]), so that a customer can buy LEOs with a
forward voltage more or less the same. LEOs are also binned on flux level and wavelength.

The forward voltage not only depends on the forward current, but also on the junction
temperature TJ . For most LEOs, the forward voltage drops about 2 mV per Kelvin (/1VF//1TJ=
0.002 V/K) (measured between 25°C :s; TJ :s; 110°C at IF=350 mA, see reference [3]). However,
even when using LEOs from the same bin, the forward voltage variations can lead to current
fluctuations and therefore to flux variations.

The light output of the LED emitter is roughly proportional to the forward current, see figure 3).
Unfortunately, the change in flux due to forward current variations (/1$v//1I), even within a bin, is
not constant but varies slightly.
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Figure 7: Typical flux variations within a bin [1]

To overcome flux level fluctuations due to VF variations (when switching or dimming LEDs), it is
recommended to use pulse-width modulation (PWM) so that the forward current is either high (e.g.
nominal at 350 mA) or zero so no unintentional flickering is observed. However, tight control over
the current driven into the LED array is still necessary.

3.2 Optical
An LED can almost be considered as a monochromatic emitter. The full width at half maximum
(FWHM) is very small, usually about 25 nm. The spectral shape of LED light can best be
described by a 2nd order Lorentzian model [10]:

I [ J
2]-22·n·A A-A

SA= ·l+n p
() 7r' FWHM FWHM

(11 )

where Ap is the peak wavelength, FWHM is the width at 50% power, A is flux amplitude and n is a

constant given by n = 2~J2 -1. Real LEDs radiate a slightly asymmetric spectrum as a function
of wavelength. However, for all practical purposes, this asymmetry can be neglected, especially
when this equation is used in calculations to determine the deviation from nominal due to a change
in LED characteristics. Unfortunately, some of these parameters change during LED operation.
This will change the color rendering, the flux output and the color of the light itself. This will be
discussed in the subsequent sections.

Keep in mind that, to generate white light, a mix of colors (e.g. red, green and blue) is required.
The color impression of the mixed light is determined by the chromaticity coordinates of the basic
colors. If changes in the optical properties of a LED occur, this will immediately influence the
chromaticity coordinates of the mixed light. The color-rendering index is also influenced, for a
three-color system, the possible CRI can vary between 5 and 90 [16]!
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3.2.1 Wavelength shifts
The peak wavelength emitted by an LED directly depends on the bandgap of the material. This
relation can be described by the following formula:

h·c
A =

P E
g

(12)

in which Eg is the material's band-gap, c is the speed of light and h is the Planck's constant.
Unfortunately, the band-gap is temperature dependent:

This results in the following relation for the peak wavelength [18]:

h·c
A = r:::!Ao+fiT

P E -aT P
gO

(13)

(14)

In both formulas, the additional 0 indicates the nominal value at room temperature. Constant ~
indicates the shift in wavelength for each degree Kelvin (wavelength shift coefficient). The value of
this constant can be found in table 1 below:

LED color
p [nm/K]

Blue
0.02

Table 1: Wavelength shift coefficient for each LED color [13]

In addition, to the temperature dependent shift, the peak wavelength also depends on the
forward current. This, however, can easily be solved using pulse-width-modulated forward
currents.

A shift in wavelength results in a different eye sensitivity, which in turn results in different
chromaticity coordinates. When the peak wavelength shifts, it is possible to perceive a decrease in
lumens, whereas the power output in Watt remains constant.

3.2.2 Flux decrease
In general, the flux as a function of temperature can be described by

(15)

in which the flux output at room temperature (Tref) is given by <1> ref and To is a characteristic

temperature. For AllnGaP the To is typically 90 K and for InGaN typically 400 K [18]. This always
results in a decrease in flux when the temperature rises, see figure 8.

Note that a rise in junction temperature not only causes a decrease in output power, but also a
shift in peak wavelength. This shift results in different eye sensitivity for the peak wavelength in
question. The sum of these two effects is what is shown in the above diagrams, as the above
diagrams show the relative luminous flux output. Red LEOs are usually in the unfortunate
wavelength range that a shift (to increasing wavelength) decreases the eye sensitivity. Blue LEOs
are usually in a much better position, where the eye sensitivity increases for increasing
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wavelengths. This can easily be seen in figure 22 on page 31, where the eye sensitivity curves and
three LED curves are displayed in one graph.
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Figure 8: AllnGaP and InGaN temperature dependence [3]

3.2.3 Maintenance
Long-term effects on the LED light output can best be shown by the maintenance graphs
LumiLeds presents in their datasheets:
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Figure 9: LED maintenance [3]
(left: AllnGaP maintenance at IF=385 mA and TJ =100 °c;

right: InGaN maintenance at IF=350 mA, TJ =70 °c and 20% relative humidity)

Unfortunately, the maintenance varies quite substantially over a number of LEDs (due to
immature production processes); for instance, some LEDs are known to initially increase in
efficacy, before degrading. Therefore, a simple counter cannot yet compensate the lumen
maintenance.

3.2.4 Summary
An overview of the optical properties can be obtained through the following equations. The flux
output can be described using

(16)
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which is a function of the applied duty cycle (constant current and voltage), the junction
temperature and life%. The last variable describes the relative flux output according to figure 9
(whichever is applicable). et>re~Tj) describes the reference flux at the junction temperature Tj , in
which the influence of wavelength shift on the eye sensitivity is accounted for. To is a characteristic
temperature, which depends on the material properties. The peak wavelength can be described
with [18]

hoc ()A. = :=:::A.o+fJoT-T fP E-T p re
gO a

(17)

in which Apo is the nominal peak wavelength. Table 2 below provides an overview of the constants
in the above equations.

LED color Red Amber Green Blue
J3 [nm/K] 0.10 0.13 0.05 0.02

To [K] 95 65 260 400

Table 2: Wavelength shift per degree Kelvin for each LED color [13], [18]

A block diagram of a lighting system based on three LED colors (red, green and blue) is
displayed in figure 10 below.
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Figure 10: Block diagram of a lighting system using red, green and blue LEOs

(assuming PWM forward currents)

On the left side, three incoming lines determine the power (or duty cycle) to each LED color. On
the right, the mixed spectrum of each LED is returned, along with a heatsink temperature and
sensor outputs. The heat model of this system is based on simple first order model with a certain
heat capacity C and thermal resistance R.
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4 Measurement options
Keeping the optical variations of LEOs in mind, a way must be found to measure them and thus
enable color feedback system to maintain a constant color point. Not all measurement possibilities
will offer equally accurate color feedback, however, as is still unclear what level of accuracy the
customer actually needs, this is no point of consideration presently.

Several measurable quantities can be used for compensation and feedback control schemes
through thermal, electrical or optical sensors. Feeding the sensor output to the controller provides
current adjustments to the red, green and blue LEOs. This section describes a number of different
measurement possibilities: temperature measurement, flux measurement, combined temperature
and flux measurements and color coordinates measurements.

4.1 Temperature measurement (TFB)
Most of the output variations are caused by a change in junction temperature. Therefore, it is a
reasonable basis for a compensation scheme. Unfortunately, it is not practical to directly measure
the junction temperature, for this reason, an indirect measurement of the (heatsink) temperature is
made.

The flux output and peak wavelength of an LED both change as a function of temperature.
Starting from a correct color point at an initial temperature, this color point can be maintained
when a suitable and correct model of the LEOs is available. Unfortunately, these dependencies
are not precisely known and have a considerable distribution. This can result in significant color
errors. In addition, this scheme does not correct for maintenance issues. Given the variability in
LED ageing, a simple counter cannot yet adequately address this issue. Previous research [9]
indicates that long-term color errors can be much larger than b.uv=0.005.

4.2 Flux measurement (FFB)
A photodiode can be used to obtain the LED flux of each color component. The controller can
subsequently maintain the preset flux to preserve the color point. A set of photodiodes could be
used to monitor each LED color independently, or a single photodiode can be used to detect all
color components when a pulsing technique is used to drive the LEOs (time-resolved
measurements). This last option offers easy adaptability when another LED color is added (e.g.
addition of amber to increase CRI).

This measurement scheme will be able to correct for flux variations due to temperature and
ageing. Unfortunately, it cannot correct for peak wavelength shifts caused by temperature
changes. This can already result in a color point deviation of more than b.uv>0.005 for temperature
changes of b.T=20 ·C [9].

4.3 Flux and temperature measurements (FFB&TFF)
A significant improvement can be made by combining the latter two measurements. The
combination is able to determine all variations in LED output: flux changes due to temperature and
ageing through the photodiodes and wavelength changes through the temperature sensor.

However, it still relies on the information describing the relation between wavelength shift and
temperature. Therefore, it also suffers from uncertainties in this relation. The degree of uncertainty
will determine the accuracy improvement over flux feedback only. However, the color error will be
smaller than b.uv<O. 010 for temperature changes of b.T=50 ·C.
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4.4 Color coordinate measurements (CCFS)
Color control can also be achieved by directly feeding back the color coordinates of the mixed
light. However, the spectral response of the sensors must match the CIE 1931 color matching
functions. The feedback signal would thus result in X, Y and Z color coordinates. In principle, the
sensors could be photodiodes covered by an appropriate optical filter.

As the system would directly control the white light, a high degree of color accuracy is possible.
All above-mentioned variations in LED output are measured and can thus be compensated for.
Errors are mainly introduced by sensor - color matching functions mismatches.

A system using more LED colors than color filters has more degrees of freedom (LED colors)
than constraints (color filters). This mismatch needs to be solved one way or another; more about
this, in the next chapter.

Previous research [12] indicates that it should be possible to achieve a color accuracy of about
~uv=0.006, in a well-calibrated system a ~uv=0.002 is even possible.

4.5 Expected dynamic color errors
Previous research indicates that an open loop system will have color errors of at least

~uv=0.025 for a temperature increase of 50 °C [9]. Expectations for other systems were
mentioned earlier. In table 3 below, an overview of the expected dynamic color errors is presented.
These expectations are based on previous research [9].

OL
FFB
TFB

FFB&TFF
CCFB

Expected ~uv

... 0.0250
~ 0.0125
> 0.0100
< 0.0100

... 0.002 - 0.006

~T K
50
50
50
50
50

Table 3: Overview of the estimated long-term dynamic color error for all control methods
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5 Calibration issues
One of the key issues in any kind of color control is the calibration of the unit. Calibration is
needed for accurate color setting because the LED (and sensor) characteristics are not available
(in enough detail). One the optical characteristics of the LEOs (C-matrix), and, in case of the
optical (color) sensors, the optical characteristics of the sensors are required (S-matrix), for
translation from sensor values to the relevant optical values, the CIE tristimulus values.

However, a calibration can only be used uniquely if the degrees of freedom (number of different
LED colors) are equal to the number of tristimulus values first. This is discussed in the next
chapter. The subsequent section describes an approach to calibrate the system. This approach is
based on optical measurement of the LEOs and sensors. In principle, it should also be possible to
calculate the same information solely based on datasheet and binning information, if this
information is accurate enough. An outline of this approach is presented in Appendix C and
reference [14].

5.1 Degrees of freedom
Every LED color in the system offers a degree of freedom. The total number of degrees of
freedom should be the same as the number of restrictions laid down on the system. These
restrictions are obviously the tristimulus values for the light (thus controlling the color and the flux
level). Therefore, if more than 3 LED colors are used, some degrees of freedom are left
unbounded, which need to be restricted in order to obtain predictable system behavior. Whatever
restriction is chosen, software should be able to calculate it easily.

This restriction could be any from the following list:
• Ratio of another color
• Optimizing the color rendering Ra
• Optimizing electrical efficiency
• Something else?

The simplest restriction is to set the additional colors to a ratio of one of the others. For
instance, amber LEOs can be set equal to the red or green LEOs, thus creating a lumped LED
with a different color. The color rendering Ra can be calculated, however, this is quite an extensive
procedure and therefore may not be very suitable for integrated electronics.

5.2 Calibration theory
Matrix C describes the CIE set points of the LEOs as a function of the duty cycle:

(18)

with Di the duty cycles for each (lumped) LED color. The C-matrix contains the tristimulus values
for each (lumped) LED color (Xi, Yi and Zi) on a column basis. Unfortunately, this matrix is
temperature dependent as the flux output and peak wavelength change as a function of
temperature.
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(19)

Similarly, matrix S relates the sensor outputs to the LED duty cycles:

(20)

The S-matrix contains the sensor output values (SAi, SBi and SCi) for each (lumped) LED color
(again on a column basis). This matrix is temperature dependent as well, although for small
temperature changes this can neglected.

(21)

The S-matrix should be mostly diagonal, determined by the degree of coupling between sensors
and LEOs. In case of a multiplexed photodiode (e.g. for flux feedback), there is complete
decoupling and the S-matrix is diagonal.

Combining these two matrices results in a calibration matrix (CM), which can be used to
calculate the sensor outputs from tristimulus values:

(22)

As both Sand C matrices are temperature dependent, the calibration matrix CM is also
temperature dependent. LED temperature effects can be compensated by some feedback
systems, but this is not applicable to all sensor changes due to temperature effects. As in most
cases, the system temperature is not constant; one might need to calibrate the systems at multiple
temperatures. In reference [4], a slightly different calibration matrix is defined.

As the CIE 1963 x,y chromaticity coordinates are the ratio of the tristimulus values,
x = X/(X + Y+ Z) etc., a similar matrix can be used to calculate the sensor setpoints from these

coordinates. However, the outputs need to be scaled up (or normalized with respect to the
maximum sensor setpoint). Flux output can either be set through a scaling factor for the sensor
setpoints, or it can be implemented through scaling the maximum flux output (being the sum of Y1,
Y2 and Y3). The flow from user setpoints to internal sensor setpoints would then be

(23)
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Additionally, one can also calculate a matrix, which provides feed forward duty cycles from color
set point. For tristimulus set point

(24)

Again, one can also input CIE chromaticity coordinates, but a subsequent scaling will be
necessary. Note that, one can also obtain the duty cycles by multiplying the sensor set points by
S -1.

5.3 Calibration based on optical measurements
From the above formulas, a calibration procedure can be derived based on measurements.
Assuming constant driver currents, a theoretical procedure for this optical calibration is as follows:

1. Heat up the system to a certain temperature;
2. Fully turn on one (lumped) LED color;
3. Measure tristimulus values;
4. Measure sensor outputs;
5. Determine sensor and junction temperature;
6. Repeat steps 2-5 for every (lumped) LED color.

Note that this procedure might need to be repeated for different system temperatures!

Step 5 provides information for temperature based control methods. It can be skipped if not
applicable, otherwise it provides the reference temperature Tref as given in formula (16) and
formula (17) (flux decrease and wavelength shift). Note that the junction temperature (Tj) can be
approximated from the heatsink (or system) temperature through formula:

(25)

If multiple calibration matrices are not desirable, the most suitable calibration temperature would
be the mean value of the possible system temperatures.

The format of the color setpoint is most likely in chromaticity coordinates in combination with a
dimming factor [8]. As stated earlier, the calibration matrix in formula (22) can still be used if
scaled up appropriately. To increase accuracy of calculations, the calibration matrix can be scaled
up directly after calibration.

If needed, the calibration matrix can be fine-tuned after calibration, by a fast color-point
measurement. The deviation between measured color point and target color point can be used to
adjust the red (x) and green (y) contributions to the mixed light. This resulted in an invention
submission (10697627).
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6 Control loops
The following subsections will discuss the different implementation principles of the control
methods, starting with a system without feedback (open loop). Note that, except for the open loop
system, each control system tries to implement the same duty cycle changes needed to maintain
the color point. However, the efforts of each system are based on different measurements and
therefore the actions will differ! Note that it is clearly not the intention of these systems to regulate
the system temperature!

To model the time the digital controller requires to recalculate the duty cycles, a small delay of
several sampling periods (z-V) can be inserted just before "Lighting system". When the sampling
period is long enough, additional delay might not even be necessary. In some systems, a delay of
one sample period is necessary; this is indicated by a "z-1..-b1ock. Note that all "Lighting systems"
blocks as presented below, already have an integrated AD converter with a sample-and-hold
delay.

Before discussing each of the control methods, an additional device present in all feedback
systems will be discussed. This device is necessary to ensure that the desired color point is
reached, regardless of the flux setpoint.

6. 1 Color point determined light output limiter
In order to ensure a constant color point in different circumstances, information exchange between
the independent color controllers is required as each controller individually regulates its state to
setpoint. If one of the color controllers can no longer reach its setpoint, the desired color point
cannot be maintained. A situation like this can readily occur and some measures need to be taken.

Essentially, the controller(s) need to be able to know if another controller cannot reach its
setpoint, even at maximum duty cycle. Consequently, all setpoints and present duty cycles need to
be scaled down. To allow for some room, a downscaled setpoint is targeted at 99% of maximum
duty cycle. Fundamentally, the required algorithm prioritizes the correct color point in case of
insufficient flux, in conjunction with the eye's sensitivity to color differences versus flux differences.

All of the already presented systems (except open loop), have this technique implemented,
indicated by the "Rescale duty cycle"-blocks. This block detects the maximum duty cycle of the 3
colors. If one of these is above a certain maximum (100% duty cycle), it simply rescales all duty
cycles mathematically. To avoid controller wind-up, the rescaling factor should also be applied to
the derivation of the primary setpoints.

Also, note that a similar approach is applied when transforming the user input to the sensor
domain. The user can request flux outputs at a certain color point, which is simply not possible for
the light fixture, as its maximum flux outputs strongly depends on the set color point. For instance,
compare the flux outputs at fully saturated red and white light. Therefore, the "Calibration matrix"
block also prioritizes the color point above the flux output when transforming the user setpoints to
the sensor domain.

There is a profound difference between both situations though. The latter situation (in the
"Calibration matrix"-block) can be detected before the light source is actually at the desired color
point, whereas the other situation ("Rescale duty cycles"-block) can only be detected on the fly, as
the cause of the problem can be very diverse (severe temperature increase, LED failure,
decreased luminary efficiency etc.). Situations like this must be detected and solved as described.
Note that this solution is equally applicable to other color variable light sources and other color
measurement methods. Therefore, an invention submission has been written (10698731).

Yet another device can be defined, which, in this case, prioritizes the junction temperature
above the flux output. In an extreme case, where the environmental temperature is much higher
than what is designed for, the junction temperature could exceed the absolute maximum rating as
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specified in the datasheet. This would result in permanent damage to the LEOs and a non
functional unit. However, it can be prevented by actively monitoring the junction temperature and
decreasing the power dissipation in the unit, before a situation as such occurs. Again, an invention
submission was written (10696419).

6.2 Open loop (OL)
Open loop is without any form of measurement, and just sets the duty cycles of each LED color
according to calculations. A rise in temperature will lead to a color deviation, which will not be
compensated. In return, this scheme is the simplest one of all and only features a few calculations.

The control diagram of this approach can be found in figure 11 below.
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Figure 11: Control diagram for open loop system

As indicated in the diagram, the user domain envelops the user interface (which generates the
target color coordinates x, yand luminous intensity L) and a part of the "Calibration matrix"-block.
The "Calibration matrix"-block converts the user domain setpoint to red, green and blue duty
cycles in the actuator domain via formula (24):

(24)

In turn, the duty cycles are converted to light by the "Lighting system"-block.

6.3 Temperature feedback (TFB)
As discussed earlier in chapter 4, temperature feedback can compensate expected variations in
light output (flux and wavelength) based on e.g. datasheet information. However, no compensation
for maintenance or LED failures can be implemented, because insufficient information exists.

As the junction temperature of each LED cannot be measured directly, the system (or heatsink)
temperature is measured. In most cases, the thermal structure of the system provides the
necessary information to calculate the junction temperature from the measured temperature. The
compensation can then be implemented through an inverted LED model and thus mathematical
calculations without an explicit control-block.

The influence of temperature on an LED based unit can be split into two parts. First, the light
output of each LED color decreases as a function of temperature (if Tref is below present Tj):

(16)
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Second, the peak wavelengths of each LED shift, which results in a different color impression.
This last influence will be compensated through a change in setpoint through the "Calibration
matrix"-block (middle of figure 12 below). The first change is dealt with through the outside loop, in
which the nominal duty cycles from the "Calibration matrix"-block are increased with the same
factor as the light output decreases (see equation (16)). In other words, the nominal duty cycles
are multiplied by the inverted exponential function in equation (16):

<I>(DC_ ,Tj , life%) ~ DC~, ex{Tj ;oT_1 ]- <I>-f exp( - TJ ;oT-I ]- life%

\ v J \ v I

model actual system

(26)

If the "Lighting system" is well modeled by these exponential functions, the light output should
remain constant for every temperature, because the exponential function in the "actual system"
and the "model" exactly cancel.

Describing figure 12, the user domain setpoints are once again converted to actuator domain
duty cycles for each LED color through the feed forward matrix formula (24). However, this
conversion now depends on the current junction temperature of each LED as the peak wavelength
has shifted. Depending on the junction temperature of each LED, the decreased flux output is
compensated through the "EXP"-blocks (see section 3.2 on the optical LED properties). This
results in adapted duty cycles, which are filtered through the "Rescale duty cycle"-block (described
in section 6.1). After a small delay, these values are fed to the "Lighting system"-block, which
generates the light and the current heatsink temperature. Via the formulas indicated in section
7.4.1, the junction temperature for each LED color can be calculated. These are passed to the
"EXP"-blocks, which completes the feedback loop.
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Figure 12: Control diagram for temperature feedback system
(the main feedback loop is indicated by the thick lines)

Essentially, a quasi-static situation is assumed every time the duty cycle is changed. This
assumption is valid, as the sample period of the feedback is much faster than the thermal time
constant of the lighting system (see chapter 8). Comparing this situation to a classic approach, the
controller actually has proportional feedback with a non-constant gain. The feedback as such,
explicitly results in positive feedback with respect to the system temperature! Note that, this is
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required by the LED characteristics. When looking from the user point of view through the system,
we see open loop behavior with respect to chosen color point and flux level. Consequently, the
color point and flux level of the system can be changed very dynamically.

6.4 Flux feedback (FFB)
A system using optical feedback with a single optical sensor multiplexed over multiple LED colors
is depicted in figure 13 below. With this approach, it is possible to detect and compensate for flux
decreases and maintenance issues. Unfortunately, wavelength shifts due to temperature changes,
cannot be detected and will generate a color error.

Note that the multiplexing requires a large bandwidth for the sensor signal; otherwise, no
differentiation between LED colors can be made. Nonetheless, the high switching frequency of the
current driver should be removed. An advantage of multiplexing is that it offers complete
decoupling of LED colors. This multiplexing is indicated by the "Time multiplexer"-block and the
decoupling is indicated by the "Color signal extracter"-block, both in the top right corner of figure
13. The four sensor signals measured at pre-determined moments in the PWM period are
calculated through equation (30). Note that, the fourth measurement, for determining the additive
noise component, cannot be seen in the control loop below, as it is only used to determine the
additive noise.
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Figure 13: Control diagram for flux feedback system
(the main feedback loop is indicated by the thick lines)

The measurements also determine the flux amplitude, as a result of the applied forward LED
current and junction temperature, at a certain time instant. However, the light seen by people is an
integrated version, so flux amplitude multiplied by the duty cycle. Therefore, changing the duty
cycle will change the human perception, but not the measurement, as the flux amplitude is
constant throughout a PWM period.

The main control loop (indicated by the thick lines), starts with a flux setpoint for each LED color
at a certain reference temperature (Treference). The difference between setpoint and current state is
calculated and passed to a PID controller, which determines the change in duty cycles. However,
as the driver inside the "Lighting system"-block generates a PWM based current, the amplitude of
the sensor signals does not change as a function of the duty cycle! In order to facilitate the
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feedback loop with a corrected sensor signal, the previous iteration of the output signal of the PID
controller (with a value around one) is multiplied with the sensor values. As such, the PID
controller is designed to determine the relative amount of power, which needs to be applied to
maintain the flux amplitude at a desired level.

In addition, to implement the color point chosen by the user, the PID outputs are also multiplied
with the nominal duty cycles for the chosen color point at the reference temperature. In principle,
these values can now be transformed to the actuator domain; however, this is not necessary
because the sensor measurements are completely decoupled by the chosen measurement
method. Multiplying the PID output with the nominal duty cycles from the 'Calibration Matrix'-block
already provides signals in the actuator domain. After filtering the duty cycles through the "Rescale
duty cycle"-block, they are delayed and passed to the "Lighting system"-block, which generates
the light and the sensor values.

Again, the feedback implemented here, results in positive feedback with respect to the system
temperature. Once again, from a user point of view, the system offers open loop behavior with
respect to flux and color setpoint. Consequently, these setpoints can be changed very
dynamically. In this case, the dimensions of the PID coefficients are multiplied by per lumen (Im-1

).

6.5 Flux feedback and temperature feed forward (FFB&TFF)
A system using optical feedback combined with a temperature feed forward utilizing a single
optical sensor multiplexed over multiple LED colors is depicted in figure 14 below. This system is
essentially an extended flux feedback system as discussed in the previous section. With this
approach, it is possible to detect and compensate for flux decreases and maintenance issues
through the optical sensor. Shifts in wavelength can be compensated via feed forward through the
temperature sensor. Assuming an adequate model of the wavelength shifts is available, (very)
accurate color stability should be possible.
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Figure 14: Control diagram for flux feedback and temperature feed forward
(the main feedback loop is indicated by the thick lines)
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Again the decoupling and sensor multiplexing is depicted by the "Color signal extractor" and
"Time multiplexer"-blocks in the top right corner of figure 14 below. The optical feedback loop is
already described in the previous section (flux feedback) and will not be discussed again here. In
this case, the "Lighting system"-block also provides a heatsink temperature, which can be
recalculated to the three junction temperatures (bottom right block). These temperatures are
passed to the "Calibration matrix"-block to account for the peak wavelength shifts. Additionally, the
flux references for the flux feedback loop need to be altered, as the flux sensitivity of the
photodiode is wavelength dependent. Note that, if the temperature of the photodiode changes as
well, this sensitivity change needs to be accounted for as well (may require an additional
temperature measurement in the "Lighting system"-block).
Again, the feedback implemented here, results in positive feedback with respect to the system
temperature. Once again, from a user point of view, the system offers open loop behavior with
respect to flux and color setpoint. Consequently, these setpoints can be changed very
dynamically. In this case, the dimensions of the PID coefficients are multiplied by per lumen (Im-1

).

6.6 Color coordinates feedback (CCFS)
The most general, but probably most expensive, approach to solve color accuracy issues is color
coordinates feedback, which controls the color coordinates of the mixed light. This approach
measures the light each LED color emanates through a separate optically filtered photodiode.
Changes due to temperature rise, maintenance issues and even LED failure can be detected and
compensated for. However, issues might arise due to incorrect or insufficiently accurate sensor
calibration.

By integrating the sensor signal, high frequency noise and turn-on/turn-off driver behavior can
be neglected, as all these signal disturbances are distributed over the entire PWM period.
However, the integration or filtering, introduces low frequency sensor dynamics (LED and driver
dynamics have high frequency dynamics). This makes it necessary to control in the sensor domain
and reduces the MIMO (multi input, multi output) system to multiple 8180 (single input, single
output) systems. In principle, these multiple 8180 systems are completely decoupled and do not
interact. The only interaction is deliberate and is discussed in section 6.1.

Each 8180 system can simply be controlled by a PID-controller, whose actions are related to
the (change in) error. The PID-controller is tuned through the multiplication factors of each error
type. Controlling in the sensor domain also implies converting the user inputs (e.g. in CIE 1964 x,y
chromaticity coordinates and relative luminous output) to corresponding sensor set points.

; USER DOMAJN

User
Interface

e.g. CIE ',y.L

Calibration matrilt

COLORED PARTS AS(£ IN SENSOR O()MAIM,....-------------_..,:;-----------...,
..------------~n:c:-------------,

-=----------J
~r--~ ,

Lighting system "~""_
(incl. driver) u-
duly cycle _> fI1
sensor output U

L--------5calefctor-------'

Figure 15: Control diagram for color coordinates feedback
(the main feedback loop is indicated by the thick lines)

A block diagram can be found in figure 15. It shows that the user domain user inputs are
converted to sensor domain by the "Calibration matrix"-block, based on equation (22), resulting in
a setpoint for each sensor (in the sensor domain). Current sensor measurements are compared to
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the setpoint and the difference is passed to a PID controller. The resulting PID action (still in
sensor domain) must then be converted to actuator domain (duty cycles for the driver) through the
decoupling matrix (the inverted sensor matrix, S-1 described in equation (20)), implemented by the
"Sensor.-7duty cycle"- block. The current duty-cycles are now filtered through the "Rescale duty
cycles"-block (described in section 6.1). After a short delay, the duty cycles are converted to light
and corresponding sensor values by the "Lighting system"-block.

Again, the feedback implemented here, results in positive feedback with respect to the system
temperature. This time, there is no open loop behavior with respect to flux and color setpoint from
the user's point of view. Consequently, the dynamic change of setpoints is bound by the controller
design! In this case, the dimensions of the PID coefficients are multiplied by per lumen (Im-1).
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7 Experimental set up
In order to verify the theory presented, an experimental set up has been build. This section
describes some of the aspects of the experimental set up. The total set up can be found in figure
16:

Figure 16: Overview of experimental set up

For accurate measurements, the LED light needs to be mixed, this can be achieved using an
integrating sphere. The light mixer in the set up (see figure 16) is less than perfect, it is not
spherical and the inner walls look aluminized instead of white. There is a shield inside, which
prevents direct light from reaching the sensors.

For calibration and reference measurements the PHOTO RESEARCH PR-650 SpectraScan
SpectraColorimeter has been used. This portable colorimeter offers an accuracy of ± 2nm and
± 0.006 x,y color accuracy for typical CRT phosphors. This instrument offers no absolute
measurements, because it has not been calibrated. Comparative measurements against a
calibrated PHOTO RESEARCH PR-650 performed later, revealed that the error /:).uv is not uniform
over the color diagram. This makes this camera not very suitable for measurements with which the
LED system is calibrated. Measurements within a small color area (e.g. around the BBL) should
not suffer from this non-uniformity.

The desired color can be selected through the user interface, which offers some different ways
to set the color. One of these approaches (hue & chroma or, with other words, colorization and
saturation) seems a sensible way to set a color. It allows complete flexibility as every color within
the system's color gamut can be reached, while also providing presets over the black body line.
This resulted in an invention submission (10698667).

After these general remarks about the set up, some specific details will be discussed, starting
with the controller, followed by the used LEOs, the LED driver and the sensors. Finally, some key
elements of the software implementation are discussed.

7. 1 Controller
The color control loop and user interface software can most easily be programmed into a flexible
chip with some additional functionality available. Based on the desired features of future demos
the following list of characteristics can be compiled:
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• PWM generation capability (at least 4 channels)
• Easy generation of a flexible duty cycled PWM signal
• (integrated) AD converter with at least 10 (multiplexed) inputs (5 for the sensors and an

additional 5 for the user interface)
• Programmable EEPROM for stand alone demos (no computer necessary during demo)
• 64 kB RAM for program and data memory

Based on the list above and past experience in other groups a TI DSP (TMS320 series) was
chosen for the task at hand (there are other possibilities like the PIC-series, the 8051-series, the
Rabbit-series etc and a selection should be made on the actual needs). This DSP features all the
above characteristics and is also available as a cheap eZdsp solution for demo applications. This
package also includes a Windows-based programming interface, so the device can easily be
programmed.

7.2 LEDs
Figure 17 below depicts the LEDs positioned on the MCPCB. The array consists of two red, four
green and three blue Luxeon LEDs (one of the blue LEDs is broken). All similarly colored LEDs
are connected in series. An active cooler is mounted behind the PCB.

Figure 17: LEDs on MCPCB in experimental set up

LED specifications can be found in the table below:

Optical characteristics Electrical characteristics

LED Apeak Wavelength bin FWHM Mpeak/l:J.T To Forward votlaQe VF M l:J.VF/l:J.T Rj2b
colour [nm] #: min - max [nm) [nm) [nm/K) [K) min typ max Rs [0) [mVIK) (KlW]

Red 640 5: 631 - 645 20 0.10 95 2.31 2.95 3.51 2.4 -2.0 18
Green 528 2: 525 - 530 35 0.05 260 2.79 3.42 3.99 1.0 -2.0 15

Blue 464 1: 460 - 465 25 0.02 400 2.79 3.42 3.99 1.0 -2.0 15

Table 4: Specifications of LEDs used in experimental set up [3], [13]

Note that the specified peak wavelength was measured using the spectra meter (discussed later).
The peak wavelength drift due to junction temperature variations is taken from [13], all other data
can be found in the datasheets LumiLeds provides [3]. The spectrum of the LEDs can be found in
figure 22.

7.3 LED driver
LEDs are essentially current driven light sources. Unfortunately, the LED's peak wavelength tends
to shift as a function of this forward current. If not taken into account, this can provide substantial
color errors. To deal with this problem, LEDs are always driven with a pulse-width-modulated
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(PWM) current signal, especially in a color-controlled device. The LED driver can therefore be
seen as a PWM amplifier.

In particular, for the time-resolved measurements, a fast and well-defined turn-on and turn-off
behavior is required. In addition, a more accurate driver will perform better, but is not as strictly
required when the sensor signal is integrated over the PWM period. For simplicity, as no out-of
the-box driver solution is available, three independent current sources are created. Each current
source is based on the PT61 01 buck converters by TI. Modifications to improve transient response
times have been made, these are discussed in appendix E.1. The rise and fall times of the
modified driver in the color control set up for a DC input level of 24 Volt are depicted in figure 18.

Tek Run: 25.01015/5 Average

r"'l=====>-4=~==~===;J6: IS.OOJj.S
liJl: 51.16lJ.S

Tek Run' 5 OOMS/s Average
>----

24 Nov 2003
13:05:55

M IU.UIJS l.n J .I.. 24 Nov 2003
13:19:03

Figure 18: I-source rise time (left) and fall time (right) for Green LED load in test set up
(Ch1: PWM input signal, Ch2: LED array voltage, Ch3: LED current)

The rise time is typically about 15 IJs and the fall time typically about 4 IJs. Note that these times
differ somewhat from color to color. The above pictures have been obtained through an averaging
mode to remove the high frequency signals.

7.4 Sensors
Depending on the activated control feedback, a certain type of sensor is required. Color
coordinates feedback requires filtered sensors, which (more or less) match the Color Matching
Functions, whereas flux feedback simply requires a photodiode. Other control schemes, like
temperature feedback and the combination of the latter two also require a temperature sensor. All
these sensors must be added to the experimental set up. Figure 22 provides an overview of the
(relative) sensitivities of all sensors, LED spectra and Color Matching Functions.

The optical sensors are mounted on the aluminum ring in front of the integrating sphere.
Therefore, their temperature is (always) equal to the ambient temperature. As the sensor output is
a very small current, it needs to be amplified to a more suitable level. In addition, suitable filtering
is also applied, at least to keep high frequency noise out of the feedback signal. A suitable
amplifier and low-pass filter can be found in appendix EA. The temperature sensor is mounted on
the MCPCB, close to the LEDs (as indicated by the white circle in figure 17). It thus indicates the
heatsink temperature.

7.4.1 Temperature sensor
A simple and effective measurement of the LEDs junction temperature can be obtained through a
temperature depending resistor (NTC) thermally connected to the MCPCB. The MCPCB
temperature is usually about 15 °C lower as the junction temperature and can therefore be used
as a representative measurement. An NTC sensor is recommended because it has a suitable
sensitivity curve, is available in quite small sizes (SMD LxWxH 0.8 x 1.6 x 1.0 mm). reasonable
accuracy (3%, 5% and 10%) and a wide range of resistances (100 Ohm thru 470 kOhm). More
information about its behavior is available in Appendix C.
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As the NTC is directly connected to the MCPCS (or heatsink), the junction temperature (Tj) can
simply be calculated as the sum of the heatsink temperature (Tb) and the thermal resistance (Rj2b)

multiplied by the dissipated power (PdisS):

(27)

Subsequently, assuming the LED junction heats up instantaneously, the dissipated power can
be calculated through

(28)

in which D is the current duty cycle, <VF> is the typical forward voltage (for one LED), IF is the
forward current and, finally, Pout is the light output of the LED in Watt.

The above assumption was used during the research presented here. However, in another
application was determined that the heat capacitance is larger than expected. Therefore, the time
constant involved is in the order of a few milliseconds, about the same order as the PWM period,
and therefore, we should have used the average junction temperature within the actual LED on
time. This results in the following relation:

I ) _ 1 f· TpWM
( -t/r)\ Tj - Tb + PdiSS • Rj2b • 1- e .dt

D·TpWM

Ir)=I +P ·R .(1+ r re-DTpj",tl r -1]~
\ ) b dlSS } 2b D .T ~

P/yM

(29)

Simulations indicate that this could result in a color error of about ~uv=0.004 at 6000 K warm
white target color point.

7.4.2 Flux sensor
A cheap solution for a flux sensor is a photodiode, which are widely available in many different
packages. Their equivalent circuit is shown in figure 19 below. In this diagram the parallel shunt
resistance (Rd) is usually very large (Rd»1 MO), so the current of the parallel current sources (Is, II
and In) add up and II and In can be considered as additive noise.

Is = signal current
II =leakage current
In = noise current
Cd = diode junction capacity

Rd = diode parallel shunt resistance
Rs = diode series resistance

Figure 19: An equivalent circuit for a photodiode
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Unfortunately, their sensitivity is not uniform over the visible spectrum: very sensitive for red, but
quite insensitive for blue. On the positive side, the spectral sensitivity is almost linear within the
visible range, see also figure 20 below. Combined with the shifting peak wavelength of the LEOs
as their junction temperature rises, the setpoint can be adapted using a linear fit of the sensor's
sensitivity.
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Figure 20: Relative spectral sensitivity for Siemens photodiode SFH213 [19]

If the sensor temperature changes during operation, one also needs to take the change in
sensitivity into account. In general, the dark current approximately doubles for every 8-10 degrees
Kelvin. In addition, the quantum efficiency changes, but not uniformly over the (visible) spectrum
(see picture 21 below). Dark current manifests itself as additive noise.
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Figure 21: Temperature dependence of Quantum Efficiency [12]
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The quantum efficiency changes approx. +6% for 620 nm light, -6% for 550 nm light and -9%
for 450 nm light, if the temperature rises approx. 60 ac. A feedback system would react inversely,
so change current levels -6% for 620 nm light, +6% for 550 nm fight and +9% for 450 nm light.
The color point will shift approximately bouv=0.009. Therefore, if possible, the sensors should be
positioned where the temperature is quite constant, otherwise temperature measurements are
required to compensate. This compensation can be quite simple, as the curve below can be
linearly approximated in the visible region (380 nm to 780 nm). In this set up, the sensor
temperature is always equal to the ambient temperature, so we do not need to take the change in
Quantum Efficiency into account.

In figure 22 below, a spectral overview of the LED output and a standard photodiode response
is depicted. The currently used photodiode is the Siemens SFH213. This is a Silicon-based
photodiode with a very short switching time. It is especially suitable for radiation between 400 nm
to 1100 nm. The 5 mm package makes handling very easy.

7.4.3 Color-filtered flux sensors
For color coordinates control, the red, green and blue ratios of the mixed light must be measured.
To get an accurate reading of the ratio observed by humans, the so-called 2° Color Matching
Functions (CMF) standardized by the CIE in 1964 must be used. However, color filters adjusted to
this specific response are available, but these are very expensive. In a future application, cheaper
filters must be used and, therefore, are also used in this experimental set up. In principle, the filter
response should follow the CIE color matching functions. As is indicated, this cannot be achieved
cheaply. Alternatively, a selection guideline for optical filters can be found in reference [5].

In general, one can say, the responses of the independent colors should overlap. Positioning
the LEDs (high up) on the edge of the sensor response provides a higher sensitivity for peak
wavelength changes. Earlier research by Philips Research Briarcliff indicated that the Hamamatsu
photodiodes S6428-01, S6429-01 and S6430-01 (respectively blue, green and red) can be used to
achieve good results: bouv~0.007 for a boTLED=50 °c [4].

Spectral response Temperature
coefficient

Range Apeak FWHM Photo sensitivity dark current
Sensor [nm] [nm] [nm] A=Apeak [AIW] [times/K]

S6428-01 400-540 460 90 0.22
S6429-01 480-600 540 70 0.27 1.12
S6430-01 590-720 660 90 0.45

Table 5: Some spectral data Hamamatsu sensors [20]

The spectral response of the Hamamatsu sensors can also be found in figure 22. As the
sensors do not match the color matching functions, they need to be calibrated to match the CMF
responses. The red LED falls in the rising edge of the red filter, but in the falling edge of the CMF
X shape. This causes the controller to react opposite to what is needed, as an increase in red LED
wavelength increases the red filter output, but decreases CMF X value. A more optimal red filter
would have the same edge direction as the CMF X shape at the LED wavelength.

In figure 22 below, a spectral overview of the 2 degree CMF, LED output, Hamamatsu sensor
response and a standard photodiode response is depicted. For color coordinates feedback, the
average light per PWM period is required, so the sensor signals must be integrated over each
PWM period. Drawbacks of this approach are reduced response time and additive noise will
contaminate the measurements. However, analogue integrators have issues relating to the
(undefined) initial condition, offsets and cut-off frequency. Therefore, a low-pass filter is more
reliable and easier. These colored filters are measured only once every PWM period, when 50% of
the PWM period has passed.
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Figure 22: LED output (normalized to 1), eMF filter, Hamamatsu sensor (red filter
normalized to 1) and photodiode characteristics (max sensitivity 1) [10], [17], [19], [20]

7.5 Software implementations
In section 3 was made clear that LEDs are current driven devices, which can best be electrically
driven by a constant current source to prevent optical instabilities. However, with a constant
current, changes in color can only be made through pulse-width modulated signals. This can
introduce flickering if the PWM frequency is too low, thus, a frequency of at least 100 Hz is
recommended.

For high PWM frequencies (> 100 Hz) it is not necessary to measure and change PWM duty
cycles every PWM period, because the control signals change quite slow (except maybe for a
50 Hz or 100 Hz mains component). In addition, one needs to realize, that the micro controller also
needs a bit of time to evaluate the measurements and recalculate the PWM duty cycles. In this
application was chosen for a 125 Hz PWM frequency (well above the visible flicker-frequency) and
a measurement evaluation every other PWM cycle. In this case, there is plenty of time for the
digital controller to recalculate the duty cycles and no additional delay is required.

7.5.1 Time-resolved measurements
In order to facilitate the time-resolved flux measurements a special part of every PWM cycle is
reserved for exactly this purpose. For a system based on three LED colors, we require four
independent measurements; one for each LED color and an additional one to measure additive
noise or stray environmental light reaching the sensor'. This is realized through the PWM scheme
indicated in figure 23 below.

, This approach assumes that this environmental light does not saturate either the (optical) sensor or the AD
converter connected to the sensor. In case of the experimental set up, this is trivial, because the sensors are
mounted inside the integrating sphere. Incoming environmental light should enter the sphere almost
perpendicularly to the optical system axis, which is not very plausible under normal circumstances.
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Figure 23: PWM measurement layout

Table 6 provides a survey of the elements of the 4 measurements. The first measurements is
thus environmental stray light (or additive noise) only and from then on, additional LEOs are turned
on sequentially, starting with green and ending with blue, as these colors are usually needed most
or less respectivelj. It is assumed that the additive noise remains constant during the next three
measurements.

Elements in measurement
Measurement Red Green Blue Add. noise

1 X
2 X X
3 X X X
4 X X X X

Table 6: Overview of measurement elements in each PWM period

Mathematically, this can also be written in a measurement matrix. The inverse of this matrix can
be used to calculate the decoupled LED fluxes. Table 7 shows the measurement matrix and its
inverse.

1
2
3
4

Measurement
element

R G B N
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1

Measurement
1 2 3 4
0 -1 1 0
-1 1 0 0
0 0 -1 1
1 0 0 0

R
G
B
N

INVERTED
MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT

MATRIX [M] MATRIX [Mr1

Table 7: Measurement matrix [M] (left) and inverted measurement matrix [Mr1 (right)

From the above table, one can read that the measurement one (row 1 from the measurement
matrix) contains only a noise (N) element (vertically). Measurement 2, on row 2, contains elements
of both noise (N) and green (G). In addition, it also indicates that the flux of red (row 1) can be
calculated by sUbtracting measurement 2 from measurement 3 (vertically). A simple matrix
multiplication delivers the fluxes of each element as indicated by equation (30).

2 Obviously, different considerations are possible and may lead to a different order.
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FluxR MFlux]

Fluxc =(M]-I . MFlux2
(30)

FluxB MFlux3

FluxN MFlux4

where Flux? is the flux for each measurement element (? is either R, G, B or N) and MFlux? is the
measured flux at the pre-determined moments (?=1-4) in the PWM period.

In the current implementation, the time required for this fixed measurement part depends on the
speed of the micro controller and on the speed of the driver (PWM amplifier). For the DSP in
question it even depends on the actual operational mode3 (microprocessor or micro controller
mode). This results in the following timetable 8 for the measurement part of the PWM period
(reserving 24 I.ls for driver response time).

DSP mode
Microprocessor Micro controller Measurement elements

Measurement 1 90 US 36 us N
Measurement 2 80 IJS 52 IJS G+N
Measurement 3 80 IJS 52 IJS R+G+N
Measurement 4 80 us 52 us R+G+B+N

Total time required 330 IJs 192 IJs

Table 8: Time required for each measurement depending on the operation mode of the DSP

For a 125 Hz PWM period, this is about 4.1 % or 2.4% of a PWM period, which decreases the
effective dimming range of the light fixture. A more optimized system should be able to decrease
this period. Obviously, the measurement period influences the color point, therefore, the duty
cycles calculated by the different control methods must be compensated for this.

7.5.2 PID Controller
The output of a PID controller depends on the absolute value of the error (proportional action), the
change of the error (derivative action) and the sum of all errors, inc!. current error (integral action).
In an analog system, this can described with

P.Err(t) = reference(t) - state(t)
1

1.Err(t) = f(reference(u)- state(u})du
o

a
D.Err(t) = -(reference(t) - state(t))at

In a digitized system, the current values for each error type can be calculated through

(31 )

3 In microprocessor mode, the DSP is programmed by an attached computer, which also triggers it to run the
software. In micro controller mode, the DSP is in stand-alone mode, the software in the flash memory is
automatically loaded and executed on device power-up. Apparently, micro controller mode has less latency
than microprocessor mode.
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P.Errj = reference; - state;
j

l.Errj = L (reference( - state( )
(=0

D.Errj = (reference; - state j )- (reference;_l - state j _ 1) = P.Errj - P.Errj _1

(32)

If applied to the current duty cycle PWMj, the new duty cycle PWM+1 would be:

PWM j +1 = PWM j + K p • P.Errj + K I • I.Errj + K D . D.Errj (33)

The equation as such is implemented in the color control software. However, this is actually a PII2

controller, instead of a prD controller, the correct implementation should have been

PWM j +1 = K p ·P.Errj +K1 ·l.Errj +KD ·D.Errj (34)

See section 8.3 for more details and stability consequences.
If the derivative action is not used, this can also be implemented as

PWM j +1 = PWM j + K p • D.Err; + K I . P.Erri (35)

in which case there is no need for storing a cumulative value of the error (I. Errj).

7.5.3 Software structure
In essence, the software has been split into two parts. One part runs tasks synchronously to the
PWM frequency, the other part runs asynchronously to the PWM frequency. The synchronous part
contains duty cycle setting, sensor sampling, reading user interface commands and triggering the
user interface and control algorithms. This first task is the most important synchronous task! The
asynchronous part contains the user interface and control algorithms, this can be run in the free
time of the processor, between measurements. This is visualized in the figure 46 below. More
details about the implemented control method can be found in chapter 6.

As indicated, over sampling has been applied to the measurement of the multiplexed
photodiode signal. This is necessary to repress the high frequency components present in the
signal4. At the pre-determined measurement moments, 8 subsequent samples are taken and
reduced to a single measurement. As the control method will only be invoked once every two
PWM cycles, additional over sampling is possible by reducing the measurements of two PWM
periods to one single measurement (for each measurement 1 to 4).

The range of certain key software variables, like the measured sensor values, sensor setpoints
and duty cycles are listed in table 9 below.

Software variable Value range Bit depth
Sensor values 0-1023 10

15 (up to 16)
100-1023

0-20000
Sensor setpoints
RGB Duty cycles

for a 125 Hz PWM period

Table 9: Software variable ranges

4 The maximum sample & hold period of the AD converter is 1.6 I.Js, so frequencies up to about 312 kHz can
be detected.
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Figure 46: Synchronous and Asynchronous parts of the software
(enlargement on page 80)

7.5.4 Wavelength shifts
A rise in temperature causes the peak wavelengths of the LEOs to shift towards longer
wavelengths, see equation (14). This shift effects the visual interpretation of the light, but also the
response of the sensors. Fortunately, the shift coefficient is quite small, ranging from 0.02
0.15 nm/K, which makes a linear interpolation of these effects possible. At the nominal peak
wavelength, the angle and amplitude of the nominal response (e.g. from color-matching function
or sensor response) is calculated. Based on this, the rate of change (in percent) per degree Kelvin
is calculated. The resulting value can then easily be used within the color control software.
As an example, this approach is applied to calculate the rate of change for a photodiode based
sensor, with a linear response as in figure 24. This response can be described by

S(A)= 0.8-0.1 .(A-400)+0.1
700-300

in which A is in nm.

(36)
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Figure 24: Spectral response of a photodiode

At a wavelength of e.g. 638 nm (red LED) and a wavelength shift coefficient ~=0.1 0 nm/K, this
results in

Step 1 Peak wavelength AD [nm] 638 nm
2 Wavelength shift 13 [nm/Kl 0.10 nm/K
3 S(An) 0.6553
3 S(AD+ 13 * 1K) 0.6555
5 Rate of change 0.0356 %

S(Ap+ P'lK)- S(A~(Ap)

Table 10: Example of rate of change calculation

If the LEOs peak wavelength is not known exactly, it is suggested to use the mean of the
wavelength bin it comes from. If the reference temperature is significantly above the normal
ambient temperature, one should increase the peak wavelength appropriately. This approach can
also be used for the rate of change of the tristimulus value for each LED color (for red X; for green
Y; and for blue Z).
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8 Stability analysis
The control designs presented in chapter 6 offer color error reduction. However, the design of the
controller itself determines the behavior of the design. An incorrect controller design may result in
an unstable control system, oscillations around a steady state or even a color error in steady state.

This section will discuss stability issues surrounding the designed controllers. This will be
started by investigating the temperature stability of the design. Although, the controller cannot
change this design, steady state cannot be reached if there is no stable operating point regarding
the system temperature (as the main cause of color error is temperature rise). Next, the steady
state error will be investigated, after which the stability of the PID controllers present in the FFB,
FFB&TFF and CCFB systems will be made plausible.

8.1 Temperature stability
The primary cause for color variabilities in LED based light units is temperature increase due to
heating. The increase in temperature causes a flux decrease for all LED colors (most severely for
red) and a shift in peak wavelength. In most cases, the power input to the LEDs must increase in
order to maintain color point (and flux output). If the temperature keeps rising, this will result in an
ever-increasing power input. In general, systems can radiate heat more easily if the temperature
difference between this system and its environment is larger. The thermal design of the unit
eventually determines if a steady-state temperature will be reached.

Note that in some cases, a combination of wavelength shift and power decrease can result in
equal or increase of lumen output. However, the point stands nonetheless. In this chapter, it is
assumed the color point determined light output limiter (as described in section 6.1) will not limit
the power.

A MathCAD simulation of the temperature behavior of a temperature feedback system has
been set up. In this simulation, the energy balance of the system is solved while dissipating certain
energy related to the current duty cycles. For a given color point (approx. 6000 K cool white on the
BBL), the duty cycles at reference temperature are for red 28%, for green 88% and for blue 56%.
However, the effective duty cycle of each color depends on the current temperature. In equation
(37) below, the duty cycle change, for both the flux decrease and the wavelength shift, have been
accounted for (see also section 6.3).

(37)

v
nux decrease

where for i each of the LED colors (red, green and blue) must be substituted. The total power
dissipation at each moment is thus simply the summation of QR, Q G and QB. The energy balance
per unit length of MCPCB can then be written as

a
p. c· v· at r(t)= Q(t)+ Q;(t)+ Q;(t)- he· A· [r(t)- ramb;e11l] (38)

The parameters in this equation (p, C, V, A and hc) are described in table 11 below. The heatsink
temperature at t=O s is equal to the ambient temperature.
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Parameter Value Unit Descri tion
P 2770 kgm- Aluminum density
C 875 Jkg-1K 1 Aluminum heat capacity
V 2.822*10-<> m3 Heatsink volume
A 4.446*10-3 m2 Heatsink surface area

hc 25 WK1m-2 Heat transfer coefficient
Tambient 298.15 K Ambient temperature (25°C)

Table 11: Parameters in energy balance equation (38)

The simulation is based on the actual parameters of the experimental set up, but without color
point determined light output limiter. The code of this simulation can be found in Appendix F. The
results of the simulation can be found in figure 25 below.

Board lemperature as a function oftim~
~S6.176~IOO r-~-----'---------------,

T(fJ!lol)-TO

80
I
I -

100 ~ 300 aOO ~ ~ 700 ~
20

0

.0. \"'pIOI totnd

Figure 25: Simulation of temperature stability for a temperature feedback control system
implemented on the experimental set up for a 6000K white point

(red: simulated temperature trajectory; blue: maximum temperature at full power)

The system temperature stabilizes at 348.1 K, or 75°C, (red line), below the blue line, which
indicates the system temperature when operated at full power. This is about the same temperature
measured for a temperature feedback system at the same setpoint (6000 K white point).

Therefore, for this system, we do not need to worry about thermal runaway; the system
temperature will eventually stabilize. The equilibrium properties can be further investigated by
considering a simplified version of the temperature feedback method as displayed in figure 26.

Lighting system
,'/)~(inc!. driver)

duty cycle --> tJlight

r--I EXP«T-Tref)1ToJ I x
Thermal behavlo, LED system

H EXP(T.Tref)1T00) ,-x • p~- l/e
--

H EXP(T-T'ef)ITOR)
s+1/RC

•
P,

~p"

-----Po

T-T;''11l;'''';

Figure 26: Simplified block diagram of temperature feedback method
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This simplified model can be described by a first order differential equation with a variable input
power:

a
0= RC-(T - Tomb;e",)+ T - Tomb;el1l - R· ~Ol (T) = f(T,PR,PG,PB )at

= RC . t + T - Tomb;ent

[ (
T - Trer R] (T - T,..rG J (T - Tref BJ]- R· PRexp J , + PGexp J , + PBexp ,
~R ~G ~B, . ,

(39)

(40)

in which Pi is the power applied to color i (thus p, = DC%; . Q;.max)' The equilibrium temperature

can be found by

,Yc [ (Tss - Tref,R ] (Tss - Tref,G ] (Tss - Tref,B J]Tss - Tombie", = -I- PRexp + PGexp + PBexp
~c To,R To,G To,B

To find a solution to this static non-linear equation, we can try an iterative Picard algorithm 5
. In

figure 27, the left Picard diagram provides a solution within LED specifications, thus meaning a
stable operating point. The right Picard diagram does not provide a solution, which means there is
no equilibrium temperature, because the dimensions of the heatsink are insufficient. If no
boundaries to the power dissipation exist, the system will destroy itself ('thermal meltdown').
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Figure 27: Finding the temperature stabilization point using an iterative Picard algorithm
(left: adequate thermal design provides solution; right: inadequate design and no solution)

The steady state temperature is thus found at T55=348.14 K (or 75°C), the same value as in the
MathCAD simulation.

When no power is applied, the system pole is equal to the pole of the thermal block. This is of
course a stable pole, in this case at -1/RC = -0.0163 rad/s (or RC = Thealsink = 61.53 s). However,
the pole location of the closed loop system changes due to the feedback. The new pole location

5 An iterative Picard algorithm tries to find a solution to a static non-linear equation x=f(x) by consecutively
trying values of x in a 'circular' way. It starts with an initial guess x(O) and calculates x(1)=f(x(O)). This
operation is repeated until the successive x(k) do not change any longer (within a certain tolerance).
If the equilibrium is not stable, no convergence will occur and the absolute value of the eigenvalue A. is larger
than 1. Repeating the procedure with the inverse function f1 (x)=x, may help to find a solution as the absolute
value of the inverted eigenvalue (1/ A. ) will now be smaller than 1. See reference [21] for more information.
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can be found by linearizing the model (equation (39)) about the equilibrium point. In equilibrium, T
is equal to Tss , the power for each LED color Pi is equal to Pi,ss, and
the first and second derivatives of these two parameters are of course zero

T =Tss ;P; =P;,ss; t =0; T =0; P, =0; P; =O. The linearized parameters are

T = Tss +!:IT

t = tss +!:It

T = iss +!:IT

P; = P;,ss +~

A=A,ss +~

A= A,ss +M;

(41 )

Now, through a Taylor series expansion of equation (39) about the equilibrium point
(Tss. PR,ss, PG,ss, PB,ss) linearization can be obtained:

f(T, PR,PG,PE)= P; (Tss ' PR,ss' PG,ss' PB,ss) + OfI ·!:IT + arI ·!:It
oT eq.poinl aT eq.poinl

~
y ~if af+ ·MR + ·MG +- ·MB +H.O.T.

aPR' aFG · aPB ·eq.poml eq.poml eq.poml

(42)

where H.OT stands for higher order terms in T, dT/dt and Pi these terms will be neglected. This
subsequently yields:

0= 0+ [1- R· KT (Tss'PR,ss ,PG,ss ,PB,ss)).!:lT + RC·!:lt + IKPi (Tss ,P;,ss)'~

=RC ·!:It + !:IT - R -[KT (Tss , PR,ss, PG,ss' PB,s,) ·!:IT +1;KPi (Tss ,P;,sJ .~ ]

=RC ·!:It +!:IT - R .[KT (Tss ,PR,ss' PG,ss' PE,ss) ·!:IT + ~OI ]

In which 6Ptot is

and the K-gains in the above diagram are defined as

(43)

(44)
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a ( (T - T,'ef,i JJ (Tss
- Tr~f,i JK Pi =K Pi (TSS ' PJ =--::::- P; exp =exp ------=--'--

oP T. T.
I 0,1 P;=Pi,Sf ,r ;;;;;.T

ss
0,1

K = K .(T P) =~(p ex (T - Tref,i JJ =..!l...ex (Tss
- T,.ef,i]

TI TI ss' I aT I PT. T. PT.
0,/ P;:::=.P"o.T=T.'iS 0,1 0,1

(45)

The now linearized model of the temperature feedback system is depicted in figure 28.

L.ighting system
(inc!. driver)

duty cycle -->
light

1::»>0---

11C

s+1/RC

Thermal behavior LED system

dfu>".--
I::»>n---

I----_+(+ }---.l---1'--1'--.,

<---------------ll.T~T-T..------------------'

Figure 28: Linearized block diagram of simplified temperature feedback method

When adding a small perturbation d~Ptot the influence on ~T can be calculated through the system
transfer function !::..T/ d~Of can be written as

!::..T =__-,--)1.:..:...c__

d~Of s+ li?c - k· K T

(46)

The system pole can thus be found at

pole =-li?c +){. KT =-0.0125 rad/s ~ 80s (47)

which is still stable. This can be checked against the thermal response of the simulation, see
figure 29 below. The graphical determination of the thermal time constant in a temperature
feedback system provides a similar value.
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Figure 29: Graphical determination of thermal time constant in a color feedback system

Compared to the initial pole position, it moved towards the origin and, in effect, became slower.
This indicates positive feedback, as already indicated in the section 6.3. Also, the pole can move
into the unstable plain, if the sum of KT,i is large enough. Note that, in case of color feedback, the
stability of the thermal design not only depends on Rand C, but also on To,; (as it is in KT).

Therefore, in some cases, the usage of amber LEDs (T0=65 K) instead of red LEDs (T0=95 K)
might result in thermal instabilities. The thermal designer must realize that implementation of color
feedback will change the thermal properties of the design (as the pole becomes slower).

8.2 Steady state error
When the system reaches equilibrium state, it should be at the target color point, which means
zero steady state error. When a PID controller is used, this can be achieved simply by adding an
integrator into the controller. For temperature feedback (TFB), there is no PID controller, so this is
achieved in a different way.

In the simplified block diagram of figure 26, the "Lighting system" is assumed to model the flux
decrease as a function of temperature only. The target red, green and blue flux levels are defined
at eD RO, eDGO and eD so. At the reference temperature, this can be achieved by applying power levels
PRO, PGO and Pso.The flux of the red units as a function of temperature is thus defined as

( ) <I> RO [ T - 7;.el,R J<I> R P'''d =--.Pred exp - --'----
PR•O To•R

(48)

In steady state, at the temperature Tss , this should provide the desired flux levels for each color.
The applied power for red is now at

(49)
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rh (p. ) _ <}) RO . P . (Tss - Tre!,R J. (_ Tss - Tre!,R: _ rh'*' R red - R0 exp exp - '*' RO
PR,o' To,R To,R

(50)

The red flux level is thus at the desired level; for green and blue an analogue derivation can be
followed. Assuming correct modeling of the LEOs, this will result in a zero steady state error.
However, in this simplified model, wavelength shifts have not been taken into account. In addition,
the steady state error cannot be assumed zero, because the LED modeling is imperfect, due to
the uncertainties surrounding the LED parameters (To, ¢Ref, Apeak, 13, FWHM and the spectral
shape emitted light).

8.3 Controller stability
In relatively simple 5150 systems, PIO controllers (or classic controllers) can be used. These are
relatively easy to design and only a low order approximate model is sufficient. A general rule of
thumb for stability robustness is a system with at least 45° phase margin. In most cases, a PI
controller (without D) is sufficient.

The output of a PID controller depends on the absolute value of the error (proportional action),
the change of the error (derivative action) and the sum of all errors, inc!. current error (integral
action). In a digitized system, the current values for each error type can be calculated through

P.Errj = reference; - state;
;

I.Erri =I (reference, - state( )
,=0

(51 )

The incorrectly implemented controller calculates the new duty cycle PWMi+ 1 based on the current
duty cycle PWM:

In the z-domain this can be written as

[
1 z-l ]u =Z-l. u+K p 'e+K, --·e+KD--·e ~

z-l z

u(z - 1) = e.lK p + K J _1_ + K D Z - 1]
L z -1 z

and results in the following transfer function

[
1 z -1]K p +K,--+KD--

c( )- !:!:- - z - 1 z _ K .!. K· _1_ K 1z- - - D + p +, 2
e z -1 z z -1 (z -1)

(52)

(53)

(54)

which shows (in consecutive order) a proportional action (Ko coefficient), an integral action
(Kp coefficient) and a double integral action (K1 coefficient). Thus, the current implementation has
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no derivative action. Fortunately, the sampling period (Ts =16.0 *10-3 s) is much slower than the
thermal time constant (Thealsink = 0.0615 *10+3 s), which allows us to treat the system as in a quasi
static state at each color point measurement. The incorrectly implemented controller will then have
no effect on the measurement results, as long as a stable, non-oscillating closed-loop system is
constructed.

The closed-loop transfer function of a general system with controller C(z), plant P(z) setpoint s
and output y looks like

y _ p(z)·C(z)
-; - 1+ p(z). C(z)

(55)

A model of the plant ("Lighting system"-block) is thus required. Unfortunately, this transfer function
is temperature dependent, which makes it very hard to measure or determine and no complete
model of the plant is available for stability analysis. Therefore, it is attempted to analyze stability
through the system's time constants (listed in table 12 below).

Name of time constant Svmbol Time constant [s] FreQuencv [Hz]
Heatsink heating Theatsink 0.0615 *10+.j 16.3 *1 O-.j

Sensor filtering for color coordinates feedback Tfillering2 20.0 *10-;1 50.0 *10+u

(CCFB)
Sampling period Ts 16.0 *10-;1 62.5 *10+u

LED heating lLED 2.00 - 4.00 *10-.j 250 - 500 *10+u

Sensor filtering for time-resolved measurements Tfillerina1 33.3 *10-0 30.0 *10+;1

Driver response time (ON) Tdriver-ON 15.0 *10-0 66.7 *10+;1

Driver response time (OFF) Tdriver-OFF 4.00 *10-<> 250 *10+.j

Table 12: Poles involved in the system

As can be seen in the above table, some time constants (Tfillering1, Tdriver-ON and Tdriver-Z"lFF) are much
faster than the sampling period and can be discarded. The LED heating time constant (lLED) is
approximately as fast as the sampling period. As discussed earlier in section 7.4.1, the effects of
this have been neglected in this implementation, however in principle they cannot. Poles slower
than the sampling period should be placed in a model; this model can subsequently be used to
design a controller. The plant model thus has one time constant (Thealsink) for all control methods
except CCFB, for which an additional time constant Tfillering2 is present.

The general approach to design a stable, fast responding system is
1. to compensate plant poles well inside the stable unity disc (z-domain) and
2. to place additional poles and/or zeros to direct the closed-loop poles to a location

somewhere on the real-axis between "0" and "+1".
Unfortunately, no tools are available for the procedure described above; therefore, the controller
has been tuned manually to achieve stable, non-oscillating operation.

For the CCFB system, the dominant pole of our system is the filter pole, which, in this case, is
located at the low frequency of 28 Hz. Table 13 below lists the PID factors for each color. Note
that the range of the duty cycle variables and sensor setpoints are respectively 0-20000 and 0
1023 (as listed in table 9).

R, G, B I
Kp

4.8

Table 13: PIO control factors for color coordinates feedback
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These values resulted in fast transient behavior, while maintaining stable responses.
Unfortunately, a larger K1 factor results in an oscillating or unstable system, but at least at infinity,
zero error can be guaranteed.

Using a simulation tool like Matlab, the closed-loop poles of a system can be determined.
Therefore, the appropriate time constants (Theatsink and Tfiltering2) are placed in an s-domain plant
model with steady state amplification factor 1023/20000 (each time constant as a first order
model). This s-domain transfer function is subsequently digitized using a zero-order-hold
transformation. The controller's transfer function is already available in z-domain in equation (54).
Using the general closed-loop transfer function of equation (55), the closed-loop poles in z-domain
can be found. Stable poles in z-domain are within the unity disc. Unfortunately, the Matlab
calculation provides an unstable complex pole pair just outside the unity disc. As the actual
experimental set up shows no signs of unstable behavior, it can only be concluded that the plant is
not correctly modeled.

For the flux feedback systems (FFB, but also FFB&TFF), the filter pole is very fast and not
visible for the control system (due to the slow sampling time). These systems are thus even easier
to design. Table 14 lists the PID factors for each color.

_IKPIKIIKO

R, G, B 0.07492 0.00125 0.06244

Table 14: PIO control factors for flux feedback

Again, the plant is modeled, but now only with the Theatsink time constant (as the others are not
visible at the chosen sample rate). A similar simulation provides only stable poles, just as the
actual behavior indicates. However, it is still unclear if the plant is modeled correctly.
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9 Color accuracy results
To determine the performance of each color control method described in the chapter 6, each
method is subjected to the same test. In this test, the target color point is set on the black body
locus, either at 2500 Kelvin (warm white light) or at 6000 Kelvin (cool white light), both at about
80-90% lumen output. The experimental set up is turned on when the initial system temperature is
equal to the environmental temperature. Operating the system causes it to heat, up to about
70-80 °C. During this self-heating process, the chromaticity coordinates of the mixed light are
measured repeatedly. This results in a color deviation curve as a function of the system
temperature for each control method.

As mentioned earlier, the maximum allowed color deviation (or target color deviation) is set at
.lluv=0.010. The color deviation can be calculated by equation (8).

(8)

Three types of color control errors are distinguished however. Their inter-relationships are
presented in equation (9) below:

~UVstatic
~

transfonnation error

+ ~UVdynamic
'-------v---J

color control error

(9)

Firstly, the static color error, which is defined as the color difference between the actual target
color point and the color point at which the system operates at a certain reference temperature.
This reference temperature is defined as the calibration temperature at which the optical
properties of the LED system (and relationships with sensor outputs) are determined (see chapter
4.5). Secondly, the dynamic color error is defined as the maximum color difference between a
color point at a certain temperature and the color point at the reference temperature. By definition,
the dynamic color error is zero at the reference temperature. Also, the dynamic color error is the
most direct measure of the performance of the color control feedback system. Although, other
influences in the system (like driver response) may also have a part in it. The third type describes
the total color error, which is in fact the difference between the target color point and the color
point at which the system operates at a certain temperature. Only in a worst case scenario, is the
total color error equal to the sum of static and dynamic error.

The next two sections will show the measurement results at two color points (2500 Kelvin and
6000 Kelvin on the black body-locus). Displayed in separate graphs are the total error and the
dynamic error. During all measurements, the ambient temperature was in the range of 20-23 °C.
In this range, the difference in sensor behavior is negligible.

The experimental set up is newly calibrated, just before color accuracy measurements. The
ambient temperature at that time was 23°C and this resulted in a system reference temperature
(or calibration temperature) of 37 °C.

9.1 White point 2500 K
Figure 30 shows the total color accuracy error for a 2500 K warm white setpoint, when the system
temperature changes 40 to 50°C. The color error should be at a minimum level around the
calibration temperature (37 0q, however, this is clearly not the case. Two causes were identified;
one being the non-valid assumption of instantaneous LED chip heating, but this is only applicable
for temperature based control methods, whereas the open loop system is also affected. The
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second is the non-calibrated SpectraScanner, which is used for both calibration and accuracy
measurements. When compared to an identical, calibrated unit, the color error was non-uniform
over the spectrum. Within a small area, the color error is, however, uniform, dynamic color error
measurements are valid.
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Figure 30: Total color accuracy error for 2500K white setpoint

The dynamic error varies substantially; this can clearly be seen in figure 31. For an open loop
(OL) system, the dynamic error for this temperature range is larger than 0.015, but for an FFB
system, it is not much better. The TFB, FFB&TFF and CCFB performance is considerably more
accurate, the dynamic deviation is smaller than 0.005.
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Figure 31: Dynamic color accuracy error for 2500K white setpoint
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It is, however, important to realize that TFB cannot maintain this performance over LED lifetime as
the flux output decreases and this cannot be measured nor simply be compensated by some
counting device.

Playing around with LED properties like To and the shift of the peak wavelength strongly
influences the performance of control methods like TFB and FFB&TFF as (parts of) these
methods strongly rely on these parameters to compensate for LED changes. In fact, the shift in
peak wavelength presented in LumiLeds datasheets [3], is not accurate enough for these control
methods. Table 15 presents the exact range and color errors for control method.

Error .6.uv
D namic& Static" .6.T K

OL
FFB

TFB#
FFB&TFF

CCFB

0.0217 0.0080 41
0.0169 0.0067 44
0.0011 0.0029 46
0.0032 0.0028 46
0.0046 0.0035 47

Table 15: Color errors for a 2500 K warm white setpoint
.1\: evaluated at calibration temperature

&: with respect to color point at calibration temperature
#: only valid for short term, long term errors will be larger

9.2 White point 6000 K
Figure 32 shows the total color error for a 6000 K cool white setpoint over a temperature increase
of 40-50 ac. Again, the total error is not at its lowest value around the calibration temperature.
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Figure 32: Total color accuracy error for GOOOK white setpoint
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The dynamic error varies substantially; this can clearly be seen in figure 33. For an open loop
(OL) system, the dynamic error for this temperature range is larger than 0.010, but for an FFB
system, it is not much better. The TFB, FFB&TFF and CCFB performance is considerably more
accurate, the dynamic deviation is smaller than 0.003.
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Figure 33: Dynamic color accuracy error for 6000K white setpoint

Again, one should realize that TFB cannot maintain this performance over LED life. The exact
temperature range and color errors can be found in table 16.

OL
FFB

TFB
FFB&TFF

CCFB

Error ~uv
D namic& StaticA ~T K

0.0120 0.0035 39
0.0100 0.0032 48
0.0018 0.0045 43
0.0019 0.0046 47
0.0023 0.0062 44

Table 16: Color errors for a 6000 K warm white setpoint
": evaluated at calibration temperature

&: with respect to color point at calibration temperature
#: only valid for short term, long term errors will be larger

9.3 Summary of results
Combining the measurements at these two color points, results in the temperature range and

color errors listed in table 17 below. On short term, TFB clearly outperforms all other methods,
whereas FFB is nearly as bad as no feedback at all.

In this case, the reference temperature is chosen at low temperature, thus resulting in a large
total color error at regular operating temperatures. For systems with poor or no feedback, this
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reference temperature should be shifted to regular operating temperatures so that the color point
is at least reasonably accurate during normal operation. Note that this does not affect the dynamic
color error of the color feedback method!

Error twv
Dynamic& Static

A

Expectation
.

l!:..T [K]
OL 0.0217# 0.0080# "" 0.0250 41

FFB 0.0169 0.0067 ~ 0.0125 48
TFB 0.0018# 0.0045# > 0.0100 46

FFB&TFF 0.0032 0.0046 < 0.0100 47
"" 0.002-

CCFB 0.0046 0.0062 0.006 47

Table 17: Overview of color accuracy results and estimation for all control methods
A: evaluated at calibration temperature

&: with respect to color point at calibration temperature
*: based on a 50°C temperature rise and including maintenance effects

#: excluding maintenance effects, so long term errors will be larger

The large static color errors are most likely caused by the inaccuracy of the SpectraScanner
used for both calibration and color accuracy measurements. It turned out that the color error is not
uniform over the entire color spectrum, which results in calibration error (and thus static color
error).

Figure 34 shows a bar diagram of the static and dynamic color error for each control method.

I Dynamic& .StaticA I
0.035

0.030

0.025

0.020

ll.uv

0.015

0.010

0.005

0.000

OL# FFB TFB# FFB&TFF CCFB

Figure 34: Overview of color accuracy results for the various control methods
A: evaluated at calibration temperature

&: with respect to color point at calibration temperature
#: excluding maintenance effects, so long term errors will be larger
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In figure 35, the estimated and measured results are shown. Comparing the results to the
expectations from previous research, we see that CCFB performs a little less than expected. This
is caused by the sensor mismatch with respect to the CIE color-matching functions. The FFB
dynamic color error is also somewhat larger that expected, for which no clear explanation can be
pinpointed. The TFB dynamic color error, however, is much smaller than expected, but long term
errors are not measured (and were taken into the expectation).

IIII Dynamic& • Expectation' I

0030 T------------------------------..-------,

0.025+----

0.020

l1uv 0.015

0.010

0.005

0000

Ol# FFB TFB# FFB&TFF CCFB

Figure 35: Measured and expected color error for all control methods
*: based on a 50°C temperature rise and including maintenance effects

&: color error with respect to color point at calibration temperature,
but excluding maintenance effects, so long term errors will be larger
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10 Conclusions
As indicated in the introduction to this report, LED technology is changing fast. Their performance
has already increased significantly with respect to the LEDs used throughout this research.
Therefore, the conclusions presented below, cannot necessarily be applied to future LEDs!

Some general conclusions applicable to the entire system:
• The CDL PHOTO RESEARCH PR-650 is not very suitable for optical LED calibration due to

the non-uniform color error (w.r.t. a calibrated camera).
• The thermal properties of the system (RC-time increases) change due to the color feedback,

because the LED characteristics require positive feedback of the applied electrical power.
• An additional algorithm is needed to prioritize correct color point in case of insufficient flux.
• In feedback system with a temperature sensor, it is recommended to implement an additional

prioritizing algorithm that prevents the junction temperature exceeding the absolute maximum
rating of the manufacturer.

• Color control research so far resulted in 7 inventions submissions, of which one has been set
to action code 1.

• Especially in systems with poor or no feedback, the reference temperature should be chosen
in regular operating temperature range, so as to have at least reasonable color accuracy when
the system has run-up.

• TFB and FFB&TFF require LED parameters, like the (shift of) peak wavelength and To. The
accurateness of this data determines the accuracy!

• Choosing a color feedback method depends on parameters like desired performance (long
term vs. short term), price and targeted audience.

• The time-resolved measurement technique is a simple and effective approach to cope with
additive noise like the sensor's dark current and stray environmental light. The FFB systems
are able to determine additive noise, whereas CCFB cannot detect this.

Applicable to used LEDs andlor system:
• When looking from the user point of view, the OL, TFB, FFB and FFB&TFF systems all feature

open loop behavior with respect to chosen color point (and flux level). Consequently, the color
point and flux level of the system can be changed very dynamically. The CCFB system offers
no open loop behavior with respect to the chosen color point or flux level. Therefore, the
dynamics of a change in setpoint strongly depends on the design of the controller.

• Color accuracy as measured is presented in table 17:
Error auv

Dynamic& Static
A

Expectation
.

aT [K]
OL 0.0217# 0.0080# =0.0250 41

FFB 0.0169 0.0067 ~ 0.0125 48
TFB 0.0018# 0.0045# > 0.0100 46

FFB&TFF 0.0032 0.0046 < 0.0100 47
CCFB 0.0046 0.0062 =0.0040 47

Table 17: Overview of color accuracy results for the various control methods
1\: evaluated at calibration temperature

&: with respect to color point at calibration temperature
*: based on a 50°C temperature rise and including maintenance effects

#: excluding maintenance effects, so long term errors will be larger
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• Currently, FFB is not an alternative as this control method is, on short term, only marginally
better than no control.

• If maintenance effects can be neglected (or are not important), TFB is a very suitable and
simple method.

• CCFB is not very suitable for systems with more than three LED colors, because the spectrum
of each LED color cannot be measured independently. The time-resolved measurement
technique in FFB (&TFF) allows these independent measurements and is thus more suited for
systems utilizing more than three LED colors.

• CCFB is an accurate control method, which requires an accurate initial calibration. All changes
in LED properties during life and run-up can be measured on the fly, so the color accuracy is
not influenced by insufficiently accurate LED parameters. Additionally, CCFB requires three
sensors with optical filters, but additive sensor noise cannot be determined.

• FFB&TFF achieves similar color accuracy, but only requires a single sensor. In addition, it
utilizes time-resolved measurements so it can determine additive sensor noise levels and more
than 3 LED colors can easily be sensored. In contrast to TFB, FFB&TFF can cope with
maintenance effects, so all these advantages make FFB&TFF the preferred color control
method.
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• Investigate source of static color error. Is it caused by the usage of a non-calibrated
SpectraScanner?

• Increase temperature range over which color accuracy is measured.
• Determine ageing effects on TFB (temperature feedback) in relation to age.
• Investigate peak wavelength shift effects in future phosphor converted LEOs (FFB may yet

become a feasible solution).
• Determine statistical properties of LED parameters like To and p (average value and standard

deviation) for different LED colors and bins.
• Investigate possibilities of time-resolved measurements for CCFB.

• Implement a color control method in a more practical/realistic demonstrator.

• Investigate sensitivity of color accuracy to PWM shape supplied to LEOs by driver, e.g. fall
time, rise time, overshoot etc.

• Determine sensitivity of color accuracy to LED parameters To and p.
• Investigate influence of temperature and maintenance on sensors and thus color accuracy.
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Appendix A: Literature search [15]

A.1. Introduction
Every electrical engineering student of the Eindhoven University is required to perform a literature
research at least once during his/her study. This search can be combined with either one of the
traineeships or with the graduation assignment. In my case, the only possibility was the graduation
assignment, because traineeships are not a part of my study program.

Since August 2000, a few months after my graduation in Applied Physics at University of
Twente, my employment with Philips Lighting started. I am employed in the Innovation Group
Electronics at the Central Development Lighting. One of the conditions of my employment is
studying Electrical Engineering at the TUle. The subject of my graduation assignment at Philips
Lighting was to be determined later, but would most likely be very close to the assigned project at
that time.

This report describes the process of the literature search, the sources used, techniques utilized
and its conclusions. It will start by briefly describing the graduation assignment, its objectives and
the (corresponding) literature search objectives. This will be followed by a concept index of the
graduation report in section 3. Subsequently, the used search string will be introduced, followed by
a list of used sources. The found documents will then be screened according to the selection
criteria discussed in section 6. Next, the conclusions are presented in section 7, followed by a final
literature list.

A.1.1. Graduation assignment
In September 2002, the TUle examination committee granted me permission to start early with a
graduation project. This was on my request as I was (and still are) involved in an interesting
project with enough possibilities for a graduation assignment. Philips and the university signed a
non-disclosure agreement (NDA), because of the sensitive nature of the assignment. This report is
considered confidential and must be treated as such!

A.1.2. Objective(s) graduation assignment
Since recently (1999), the LED performance has increased significantly; LEDs are no longer
mostly used as (e.g. power) indicators. Real life lighting is possible and there exist numerous
examples already like the rear-lights of BMW's 5-series, flash lights, traffic lights etc. Within a few
years car headlights and general (home) lighting will be possible.

LEDs have several advantages over common light sources. Among others, they are (or will be)
very energy efficient, highly reliable (solid-state technology), small and very flexible. Combining a
number of different LED colors and properly mixing the light, it is even possible to generate any
color instantaneously (much like a color TV).

Obviously, Philips Lighting has started some research in the applicability of LEDs in general
lighting. The color possibilities are endless, but it needs to be reliable and reproducible.
Reproducibility is important, as noticeable color differences are unpleasant when multiple LED
based light sources light the same object. This makes color control an important research
objective in LED lighting.

My assignment is to investigate the possibilities of color feedback and its implications on color
accuracy. Variables are the LEDs itself, the control algorithm and the combination of LED colors.
In this assignment, some steps can be distinguished: LED behavior in time (short-term), controlling
the color and optimizing the solution.

A.1.3. Objective(s) literature search
Find literature (if any) on LED color control algorithms and implementations available. Most likely,
any documents will be quite recent (after 1995), in fact, more recent literature is probably more
valuable.
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No restriction about the origin of the information is given, however, if any publications exist, they
will most likely be from either USA (e.g. Silicon Valley) or from Asia. There are some companies,
but also institutes working on power LEOs: e.g. LumiLeds Lighting and the Lighting Research
Center. A web search could therefore provide interesting results as well.

Literature from all documents types (articles, conference proceedings, reports, dissertations,
patents and patent requests) is welcome. Given the novelty of the subject, articles, conference
proceedings, patents and patent requests are the most likely sources. Books and thesis' about the
subject in mind are not very likely. In other words, journals and conference articles are the most
likely sources of information.

Two publications of interesting literature are known already, they can be found in the final
literature list at numbers 1 and 2. These articles, written by Philips Research employees also
responsible for several internal (confidential) reports concerning the subject, were chosen as
reference articles.

A.2. Concept index ofgraduation assignment report
Currently, the preliminary index of the graduation assignment report is presented below.

I. Introduction
1. LEOs in general lighting
2. Problem definition
3. Scope of research

II. Human optics
III. LED properties

1. Electrical
2. Optical

IV. Measurement options
1. Temperature measurement
2. Flux measurement
3. Flux and temperature measurements
4. Color flux measurements

V. Control loops
1. Open loop
2. Temperature feed forward
3. Flux feedback
4. Flux feedback and temperature feed forward
5. Full color feedback

VI. Color accuracy results
1. Open loop
2. Temperature feed forward
3. Flux feedback
4. Flux feedback and temperature feed forward
5. Full color feedback

VII. Conclusions
VIII. Recommendations
IX. References

Intermediate results may change this index.

A.3. Search string
Any literature about the subject should somewhere contain the words "Iight-emitting-diode" or the
acronym "LED". As some form of control is required, words like "control", "feedback", "regulation"
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etc. are also expected. This control should specifically be applied to the color or flux of the light
unit, thus words like "color" (or "colour" for English spelling) or "chromaticity" are also necessary.

The entire search string, using wildcards where appropriate, can be expressed as:

(LED or 'Iight-emitting-diode') and (colo*r or chromatic* or flux) and (control or feedback or
regulat*)

* = wildcard of any number (inc!. zero) characters

Depending on the searched database, this unfortunately also returns articles about e.g. galaxy
stars, health related. These subjects can sometimes be filtered out by using a NOT statement.
However, this can also be done manually, as the number of hits never exceeded numbers for this
to be impossible. The keywords ("color accuracy" and "white light illumination") of the reference
articles have also been used to uncover articles not found by the above search string.

Naturally, Philips applied for some patents concerning the subject. The International Patent
Classification (IPC) of patent(s) (applications) on this topic have been used to look for other
related patents. Applicable IPC codes are presented in the table below. The first one, however, is
most on topic. There is also a European Classification (EC) code. These are quite similar, but in
this case EC code H05B33/08D2 proves to be exactly on topic. It thus provided most of the hits.

IPC EC
H05833/08D2H05833/08

H05B37/02
H05B33/00
G09G3/34

Table 18: Patent Classification codes (internationaIIPC, European: EC)

A.4. List of used sources
Earlier, Philips internal research indicated the possibilities for LEOs in lighting; Philips Research
examined the subject some years ago. Therefore, the Philips internal research catalogue has
been searched. Unfortunately, no internal literature can be disclosed here, because it must remain
confidential.

For external, published and non-confidential 'white' literature, INSPEC, Compendex, Web of
Science, Current Contents and Online Contents have been searched. For unpublished literature,
VUBIS, PASCAL and NTIS have been searched. A preliminary patent search has been done using
Esp@cenet. Not everyone is enthusiastic about Esp@cenet, but I found it to work easier than
most others like MicroPatent. Esp@cenet uses the internal databases of the European patent
bureaus, filled with patents from a large part of the world and partly dating back to 1970.
Therefore, it cannot be considered complete! For the web search, Google and Scirus have been
used.

All sources are summarized in the table 2. From all sources, the most general index containing
electrical engineering documents was used.
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Online / Selected new
Source type Source name COROM Searched period literature

Published INSPEC online 1969 - 2003/08/09 7
literature Compendex - online 1998 - 2003/08/12 4

Journals
Web of Sciene (WoS) online 1999 - 2003/08/12 2
Science Citation Index online 1990 - 2003/08/12 4
(SCI)
Current Contents online 1996 - 2003/08/12 0
Online Contents online 09/1992 - 2003/08/12 0

Unpublishe VUBIS online 'till 2003/08/12 0
d literature PASCAL online 'till 2003/08/12 0

NTIS CDROM 1983 - 1999 2
online 1999 - 2003/08/12

Patents Esp@cenet online 'till 2003/08/12 12
Websearch Gooqle online 'till 2003/08/12 0

Scirus online 'till 2003/08/12 0

Table 19: Summary of used sources

The Web of Science 'related articles' function produced quite a list of articles, of which none were
on topic. Furthermore, the reference article has 6 literature references, of which are three articles,
two conference articles and two books, none of which are on topic. The Web of Science produces
four articles that refer to reference article 1. None of these articles are exactly on topic, but use the
reference to indicate progress or possibilities.

A.5. Selection criteria
The list of documents produced by the sources as mentioned above, is first scanned on title. As
the title at least roughly describes the subject of the publication, it should at least mention
something about LEDs, color and control, though not necessarily literally. Among the numerous
uninteresting literature, which contain words related to (among others) stars, health, biology or law
related issues, there is an occasionally, possibly interesting one. So, most documents returned by
the search engine are cast aside based on title.

Next, the abstract of the publication in question is studied. In some cases, this was sufficient to
reject the literature as it is clearly outside the subject. Otherwise, a full-text version is downloaded
(if available) and its value is judged accordingly. There are only a couple of cases where a
document is cast aside based on the abstract, mostly when the subject concerns LED material
science. The declined articles based on full-text are those offered by the "related articles"-function
of the Web of Science.

Unfortunately, apart from the reference articles, there are only very few articles that passed
selection as described. Three articles passed selection, but two of these are written in Korean.
The data of the two Korean articles is displayed in table 3 below, because they are exactly on
topic, but will not be in the final literature list because of their language. According to the librarian
at Philips Lighting, an available translation is not very likely. The articles have been passed to my
Philips project leader.

Of the third article, a full-text version has recently been requested via IBL. Speed of IBL delivery
is not really an issue, as my work on the LED project at Philips will continue regardless of my
graduation at the university. Note that, via RapDoc a document can be retrieved within 24 hours.
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Yong-Su-Yu, Sang-Bin-Song and In-Seon-Yeo
A STUDY OF THE STABLE COLORS VARIATION CIRCUIT OF HIGH
BRIGHTNESS LEOS
Transactions of the Korean Institute of Electrical Engineers, Vol. 51 (August 2002),
No.8, p. 390-396
Language: Korean
Sang-Bin-Song, Seok-Hoon-Kang and In-Seon-Yeo
DESIGN OF A MULTI-COLOR LAMP USING HIGH BRIGHTNESS LEOS
Transactions of the Korean Institute of Electrical Engineers, Vol. 52 (February
2003), No.2, p. 98-104
Language: Korean

Table 20: Data of Korean - on topic - articles

During this literature search, selection speed increased. This is partly because most interesting
articles were found quite fast, but mostly due to increased experience in title scanning and
assessing. I did not observe any difference in selection speed for different sources, except for
patent (application) searches.

Assessing patent application always required reading the abstract, as the title is mostly very
general and thus obscures the actual subject of the patent (application). There were also very
broad patents (or applications), whose topic is not only about color control.

As there is no chain of (interesting) articles or patent(s) (applications), a snowball diagram
cannot be drawn; the same applies for the citation diagram. The relevant documents have been
scanned for these chains, but a zero result was obtained. The final literature list is presented in
section 8. It is split into two parts, first, the interesting articles followed by interesting patent(s)
(applications).

A.6. Conclusions & recommendations
Apart from PHILIPS internal research articles, only a few interesting documents were found. Two
of these (articles 1 and 2) were known from the start and were chosen as reference articles. The
SCI method applied to these two didn't provide interesting follow-up articles.
An independent search of the most important sources (INSPEC, Compendex, Current and Online
contents) provided only three possibly interesting articles. Unfortunately, two of these (articles 4
and 5) are written in Korean, but probably exactly on topic. The third (article 3) is requested via
IBL.

A preliminary patent search resulted in 12 patent(s) (applications) on topic. The results provide
some insight in global interest in color control. It is by no means for certain that this list is
complete, as that would involve an effort outside the current scope.
This search provided three unknown articles for my coaches. Patent(s) (applications) have not
been thoroughly researched by my coaches, so most non-Philips patent(s) (applications) are new
as well. The most important authors and institutes are listed in table 3 below.

Institutes Peo Ie
S. Muthu
M.D. Pashley
F.J.P. Schuurmans
T.M. Marshall
Chin Chang
Sang-Bin-Song,
In-Seon-Yeo

Table 21: Most relevant institutes and people

Chonnam National University, Korea

PHILIPS RESEARCH BRIARCLIFF,
U.S.A.
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As a recommendation for future literature searches, one should also include dissertations, and
theses. In addition, patent(s) (applications) should be more thoroughly researched in more and
other patent sources.
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A.7. Final literature list

A.7.1. Article literature list
1 Muthu, S. and F.J.P. Schuurmans, M.D. Pashley

RED, GREEN AND BLUE LEDS FOR WHITE LIGHT ILLUMINATION.
IEEE J. in Quantum Electronics, Vol. 8 (2002), No.2, p. 333-338.
reference article

2 Muthu, S. and F.J.P. Schuurmans, M.D. Pashley
RED, GREEN AND BLUE LEDS BASED WHITE LIGHT GENERATION: ISSUES
AND CONTROL.
In: Proc. of the 2002 IEEE Industry Applications Conference 3ih lAS Annual
Meeting 2002, 13-18 October 2002, Pittsburgh, PA, USA. Edited by IEEE.
Piscataway, NJ, USA: IEEE, 2002. Vol. 1, p. 327-333.
reference article

3 Ohta. Y. and M. Inai.
DIGITAL COLOR PRINTER FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER USING LED
ARRAYS.
In: Proc. of IS&1's PICS Conference 51 st annual conference, Portland, Orlando, 17
20 May 1998, p. 29-32. Edited by Soc. Imaging Sci. & Technol. Springfield, VA,
USA: 1998.

A.7.2. Patent literature list
The list is ordered by priority date. Also included are IPC and EC classification codes for easy
future searches.
4 Marshall, T.M. and M.D. Pashley

LED LUMINAIRE WITH ELECTRONICALLY ADJUSTED COLOR BALANCE.
Applicant: Philips Electronics NA
Eindhoven: Internationaal Octrooibureau B.V., 2000
Patent application no. W00037904 (18-12-1998)
IPC H05B37/02
EC G02B6/00L6, F21S8/00Q4, G08G1/095, H05B33/08D2

5 Dussureault, G.
LED TRAFFIC LIGHT INTENSITY CONTROLLER.
Applicant: Newled technologies Inc.
??: Swabey Ogilvy Renault, James Anglehart, 2001
Patent application no. US6236331 (19-02-1999)
IPC G08B5/22
EC H05B33/08D2

6 Nakamura, Taisuke
DISPLAY DEVICE WITH BRIGHTNESS CONTROL.
Applicant: Nippon Electric Co
London: Mathys & Squire, 2001
Patent application no. GB2355841 (20-01-2000)
IPC G09G3/34, H05B33/08, H05B37/02
EC H05B33/08D2
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Appendix B: CRI calculation
Depending on the color temperature of light source for which the Ra needs to be calculated a
reference source is chosen. The method described below is only valid for test illuminants with a
correlated color temperature below 5000 Kelvin. These illuminants are compared to a Planckian
radiator6 at the nearest color temperature within 100 K. The following step-by-step guide for
computing color-rendering indices summarizes the procedure [6]:

1. Determine the CIE1960 u,V chromaticity coordinates of the test source, the reference
illuminant and each of the 14 test samples illuminated by each of the two sources.

4X
u=-----

X + 15Y +3Z
6Y

v=-----
X +15Y +3Z

with X,Y and Z the tristimulus values.

(56)

2. Normalize the chromaticity differences between test and reference illuminants by converting
the u,v coordinates to u", v" coordinates. These represent the chromaticity coordinates after
adaptive color shift assuming the standard observer is completely adapted to each of the two
sources in question:

" 10.872 + 0.404· (crick)' Ck,i - 4· (drldk)' dk,i

Uk,i = 16.518 + 1.481· (CriCk)' Ck,i - (drldk)' dk,i

" 5.52
vk,i = 16.518 + 1.481· (CriCk)' Ck,i - (drIdk)· dk,i

(57)

where k is the test source, r the reference source and I stands for the samples 1 through 14.
For c and d the following applies

C =(4 - U -1 Ov)1v

d = (1.708v -1.481u + 0.404)1v
(58)

3. Determine the CIE 1964 tristimulus differences U*, V* and W* for each sample under the two
illuminants. For the reference illuminants this is

6 The spectral response of a Planckian radiator is described by

S(A)~C, ·X' {exPU'r)-If
with c1=3.741832.10-6 Wm2and c2=1.4388.10-2 mK.
7 Only the first 8 are required for Ra .
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(59)

where u? and v? are the u,v chromaticity coordinates of each sample. For the test illuminants

(60)

4. Calculate the resulting color shift !1E; for each of the 14 test samples:

5. The special color rendering index Rj for each of the 14 samples can then be computed by

Ri =100 - 4.6 . !1E;

(61 )

(62)

Rj should be rounded towards the nearest whole number. A value of 100 represents no color
rendering difference, whereas a value of 50 represents the color-rendering differences between
a standard warm white fluorescent lamp compared to an incandescent lamp.

6. A single index can be acquired by

8

Ra =tIR;
i=1

Note that only the first 8 samples are used to calculate Ra.

A MathCAD file utilizing the above procedure for LED sources is available.

(63)
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Appendix C: Calibration based on datasheet information
If a lot of information regarding LEOs, drivers and sensors is available, system calibration can also
be performed based on this data. To produce sufficiently accurate results, at least the following
data is required. For the sensors:

• Spectral response curves
• (Relative) sensitivity between sensor colors

For the drivers:
• Actual current levels for each LED color

And for the LEOs:
• Spectral response for each LED color
• Radiometric power (or luminous flux) at nominal current for each LED color
• Ratio between actual current and nominal current for each LED color
• Number of LEOs for each color
• Optical efficiency for each LED color (if applicable)

Sometimes, more accurate data can be obtained from the binning information some
manufacturers supply with their LEOs.

• The LED spectrum can be described by a 2nd order Lorentzian spectrum for each LED color
[10] by using the following formula:

[

2J_22n 2 _2peak

S 2 = 1+ n. J,() ,,·FWHM
j

(FWHMJ (64)

with n = 2~J2 -1 , FWHMj the width at 50% power, Arak the peak wavelength and j=R,G,B...
Real LEOs radiate a slightly asymmetric spectrum as a function of wavelength. However, for
all practical purposes, this asymmetry can be neglected, especially when this equation is used
in calculations to determine the deviation from nominal due to a change in LED characteristics.
Note that the LED spectrum changes with rising temperature. The peak wavelength shifts
(equation (14» and the output decreases (equation (16».

The total radiated power of each LED color can be determined by the optical efficiency lJt,

the number of LEOs (#LEOj), the LED current (ljlED) with respect to the nominal LED current
(usually 350 mA) and the LED's light output power (P/,9hl

). If the output power is not available
in Watts, the lumen output can be converted by using the eye-sensitivity curve V(A) (see
equation (1».

] LED

A = lJopt .# LED . ._J_ • plight
J J J [LED J

nom

] LED <I> light
= opt.#LED .. _J_. J

lJJ J ] LED V(2peak )
nom J

(65)

With this data one can calculate the [C)-matrix as discussed in section 5.2.
• Either a cavity type number, a Gaussian spectrum or some other type, can describe the

spectral response of sensors. The most usual type is cavity type 2 [5], for which the spectral
response is depicted below:
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Figure 36: Cavity type 2 filter characteristics

• The amplitude of the sensor outputs can be set, according to specifications and to the
implementation in the system.

With this data one can calculate the [S]-matrix as discussed in section 5.2. Together with the
[C)-matrix, this will yield the calibration data.

Even if the supplied data is not accurate enough for complete calibration, this approach can still
be used to derive, by simulation, the influence of binning information and/or deviation in
temperature etc. For example, red's largest wavelength bin, number 5, ranges from 631 nm to
645 nm; the mean peak wavelength is thus 638 nm. Applying this to all LED colors, results in a
given 'mean' calibration matrix. Changing the LED peak wavelengths provides a different C-matrix,
which can be calculated for all LEDs at minimum and all at maximum wavelength (within bin). The
color point using the mean calibration matrix and mean C-matrix can be used as a reference point
(Xref, Yref and also Uref, Vref). Applying the different C-matrices results in other color points and a color
difference l1uv can be calculated with respect to the reference color point. The schematic picture
below illustrates this procedure. Other influences, like different sensors, different drivers, optical
tolerances etc, may also be incorporated in the simulation.
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Figure 37: Flow diagram to determine color errors due to calibration mismatch within bins

At a constant system temperature (equal to the reference temperature), the color point can
deviate up to L\uv=0.006 when the actual LED peak wavelength is different than it's average value
in the bin. Similarly, using the flux binning information (minimum flux is about 0.8 times maximum
flux), the color accuracy is also L\uv=0.006 when leaving the system temperature at calibration
temperature. Applying both at the same time results in L\uv=0.012 and L\uv=0.005 for both peak
wavelength and flux at minimum (or maximum) or peak wavelength at minimum and flux at
maximum (or vice versa). Errors distributed in the bins will yield other errors!

This indicates that with the current binning resolution, binning information cannot be used to
select a specific calibration matrix. However, when using a feedback system based on at least flux
measurements, the possible color error greatly reduces and binning information can therefore be
used to select a calibration matrix (assuming there are no other deviations). An invention
submission regarding the on-the-fly usage of binning information has been written. This invention
submission proposes permanent storage of binning information by hard-coding it on to the
MCPCB by for instance a jumper array, which can be read by the microprocessor (10613171).
With this additional information, the processor can select the appropriate calibration matrices from
a given set.
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Appendix 0: NTC temperature behavior
In general, the temperature behavior of an NTC sensor is approximately like as shown in figure 38
(based on [7]):

log R (n)

O'---------'-------J'---------'--------'~---'---------'----'-

-25 0 25 50 75 100 125
T (0C)

Figure 38: Typical resistance as a function of temperature for an NTC [7]

The relatively large gradient allows quite accurate measurements of relatively small
temperature changes. To a first approximation, the resistance can be expressed by

Rr = R25 . eXP(B25 185[~- 1 ]) (66)
T 298.15

or T can be expressed as

(67)

with R25 the resistance of the thermistor at 25°C (tolerance lower than 1%) and B25/85 a material
constant (tolerance usually 0.5%) defined by

B-1 ( R85 J/( 1 _ 1 )
25/85 - age R

25
358.15 298.15

(68)

For more accurate temperature measurement a 3rd order polynomial can be used instead of the
exponential formula:

(69)
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Appendix E: Circuit diagrams

E.1. PWM amplifier for LED color control
The Texas Instruments PT6101 is very suitable for this task, it can deliver up to 1 Ampere current.
It features an Inhibit pin (DC input maximally 30 Volt), which has to be driven low actively with the
help of an additional transistor. It can thus be easily turned on/off by a DSP generated PWM
signal. In this case the load is formed by a number of LEDs connected in series. This driver has
also been discussed in [8].

TI guarantees that the converter produces a fully regulated output voltage within 1 ms of either
the release of the Inhibit pin or the application of power. The actual turn-on time depends on the
input voltage, output load and the total load capacitance. The output capacitance is not
mandatory, and therefore has been tuned to the actual load.

For the measurement options discussed in this technical note, a fast and defined turn-on and
turn-off behavior is necessary. Using one flux sensor to measure the flux of each LED color
requires multiplexing the sensor over all colors. This can be achieved by performing multiple,
independent measurements in sequence. However, the LED current must be well defined and fast
responding to the control signal. The driver must essentially be become a very accurate PWM
amplifier, with a fast switching behavior.

To achieve this, the internal output capacitor (4 IJF) of each PT6101 is removed. In addition, the
load will be shorted when the LEDs need to be turned off, therefore avoiding the slow turn-on and
turn-off behavior when using the Inhibit pin. However, a correct and fast behavior of the PT6101
could only be achieved with an output capacitor of 560nF and an additional series resistance of
the shortcut FET. The new driver circuitry is displayed in figure 39 below.

X2
TI PT6101

R1

R3

27

C112 In+

R2
OUt+ G+-~----+--'\,I\/V--+-------------,

C12

In·I Out·

- L--_=--=Duly"-Cy'--"C'i-1e ----'

X1
L~4N

Yin

R11

R8

R10

R9

PWMin R7

PWMin

Yin

LED+

lED+

lEDo

Figure 39: PWM amplifier for LED color control

The resulting rise and fall times are depicted in figure 40 below.
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Figure 40: I-source rise time (left) and fall time (right) for Green LED load in test set up
(Ch1: PWM input signal, Ch2: LED array voltage, Ch3: LED current)

The rise time is typically about 15 IJs and the fall time typically about 4 IJs. Note that these times
differ somewhat from color to color. The above pictures have been obtained through averaging
mode to remove the high frequency signals.

E.2. NTC voltage clamp
In our test set up, the DSP AD converter can measure up to 3.3 Volt, while a supply voltage of
18 Volt is available. This can easily be used to also supply the NTC thermistor and its
accompanying 'circuit':

R,

v •do _

Figure 41: Circuitry for NTC thermistor

In this circuitry, R2 provides protection in case the NTC is not connected. The R1+R2
combination makes sure the voltage never exceeds 3.3 Volt. In our case Vdc=18 Volt,
R1=220 kOhm and R2=51 kOhm. Dimension R1 and R2 so that the AD converter's input voltage
range is fully used. The NTC's resistance can consequently be calculated by

R = R[ . R2 • V (T)
TIle V. R - V (T). (R R) m

de 2 TIl I + 2

(70)

Subsequently, the temperature can be computed by formula (66).

E.3. Negative power supply
Assuming an available positive power supply, a negative supply can be made using the circuit in
below
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-4.5 V

Figure 42: Negative power supply

The high frequency square wave signal can be generated with any timer device like the LMC555,
see device specifications. If required, the output can also be regulated with a special regulator
device like the LM337 (see device specifications). The negative power supply as above can supply
enough power for the amplification and filtering of the (three) sensor circuits.

E.4. Sensor amplifier and filter
The DSP AID converter reads a voltage between 0 - 3.3 Volt (depends on DSP), the sensors,
however, produce a current based on the power of sensed light. Therefore, some electronics are
required to convert current to voltage. A suitable amplifier can be obtained through the left circuit
in the figure below.

To obtain the average value of the light in each PWM period, the amplified signal is low-pass
filtered. The filter's cut-off frequency depends on the chosen implementation (time resolved sensor
measurement or color coordinates control). A filter (cut-off at 28 Hz) can be obtained through the
right circuit below:

photodiode
10 kOhm 27 kOhm

1 uF

Figure 43: Amplifier and 2nd order Chebyshev filter for photodiodes

Both circuits need both a negative and a positive power supply. The (negative) power supply
can deliver enough current in our application (an amplifier and filter circuit for each sensor color)
and in this specific case it is not even necessary to regulate the voltage level, the operational
amplifier will take care of this.
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Appendix F: MathCAD temperature stability simulation
The block diagram of this simulation (see figure 44 below) is mostly consistent with the control
loop of the temperature feedback system as discussed in section 6.3 figure 12.

Lighting system

''/)'-(incl. driver)

duty cycle --> [j
light

:-I EXP«(T.T",,)ITOB) : .,x./
Thermal behlrvior LED .ywtem

H EXP«T.T....f)lToo) : "x./
.. P,,-- lie--

H EXP«T-T",,)lToR)
."llRe

x

PRm

p"fT)

P.lT)

T-T

Figure 44: Block diagram of MathCAD simulation

The code of the simulation is presented below:

Material parameters
kg

p :=2770-
3m

Density of Aluminum

C := 875- jou1e
kg·K

Heat capacity of Aluminum
Board dimensions
h:= 1.4mm

1:= 56-mm

b:= 18·mm

V:= Hh·b

V = 2.822x 10-6 m3

Board volume
A:= 2·2·(l·h + I·b + h·b)

A = 4.446x 10- 3 m2

Cooling area of board
Heat input
Qr:= 2·0.61824 watt

Total power
Qg:= 4·1.1178watt

Qb:= 3· 0.36420 watt
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Heat input changes after tstep seconds
TrefR:= 31065K

TrefG:= 309 15K

TrefB:= 30865K

TOr:= 95·K
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dCMFdTR :=
6828 I

1048576 K

TOg:= 260K

TOb:= 260K

dCMFdTG:= 2266 ...!..
1048576 K

739 I
dCMFdTB :=--

1048576 K

tstep := 800

Total heat input
QO := Qr + Qg + Qb

TO:= 273 15K

odegrees Celsius
Ta:= TO + 25·K

Ambient temperature
watt

he :=25·--
m2

·K

Heat transfer coefficient
tend := tstep

Compute temperature till tend
deltat := 04

Time step
o joule

p·GV=6841x 10--
K

Total heat capacity of board
When we assume the temperature of the aluminum core to be constant, which is true, due to the
high thermal conductivity of aluminum, we can write the following expression for the temperature
of the board as a function of time T(t):
Given

Energy balance per unit length
\'·P·C.~T(I) =[O.2SQ{ <x{TII) ;:l"dR}r I - (T(!) -T,,!Rl·dCMFdTR I]. o.8lQg-[,,{ T(l);~tero}r I - (TO) -TtefG)·dCMFdTG I] .0 56Q~[,.,{ Til);O:MB}r I - no) - TrelB)·.;cMFdTB I]] - ",.(T(!) -T.)·A

Initial condition
T(O) =Ta

Solve
T := Odesolve(t, tend ,deltat)

Maximum expected possible temperatures (in degrees C tt!)

Tmaxl:=Ta+~
he·A

Tmaxl- TO = 8618x 101K

t--'plot := 0, deltat .. tend
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Board temperature as a function of time
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adapted for color control by Peter Oeurenberg, COL Electronics
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Appendix G: Software implementation
The color control software was written in the Texas Instruments Code Composer v4.12, an
environment specifically designed for DSP software. The programming language is C++. In this
appendix, first some flow diagrams displaying the architecture of the software are presented, after
which, the listings are presented.

G.1. Software flow diagrams

G.1.1. Startup
In figure 45 the program startup is shown. It starts by initializing variables, the DSP (AD converter,
event managers and digital 1/0), after which interrupts 2 and 6 are activated. Subsequently the
timers and the automatic AD conversion (triggered by timer 3) are activated. Finally, the infinite
loop of "ExecuteUI" is started.

BEGIN

initialize DSP:
- AD corwertel'

- Event managers A&B
-D9lal ''0

Figure 45: Flow diagram of software startup
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G.1.2. Normal run
After the initial parts of the software startup are completed (see previous section and figure 45),
the software enters an infinite loop ("ExecuteUI"). This loop is run asynchronously to the timers,
actually in the processor's 'free time' between interrupt executions, and handles the user interface
commands and color control, see figure. At the same time, the timer interrupts 2 and 6 handle the
PWM generation and user interface polling. Interrupt 2 creates the PWM signals for each LED
color for both measurement part and normal part. Interrupt 6 copies the digitally converted user
interface signals from registers to variables.

Interrupt 2 (INT2) is called each time one out of three compare units of timer 1 reaches a set
value or each time the end of the set period is reached. This adds up to 8 times every PWM
period, four times in both measurement and normal part of this period. Each time INT2 is called in
the measurement part an AD conversion is initiated. However, the exact conversion time may be
delayed until at least 24 IJs after the timer trigger to allow the driver to change the current levels to
the respective colors. Each AD conversion consists of 8 subsequent measurements, which are
converted to a single value (over sampling). The first time INT2 is called in the measurement part
of the PWM period, new compare values are set for the subsequent normal part of the PWM
period.

For the normal part of the PWM period, only the first time is of consequence. The new compare
values for the measurement part of the subsequent PWM period are set and an additional over
sampling is performed by merging the already (8x) over sampled sensor values of the current and
last PWM period into a single value (for each of the four independent measurements). Additionally,
the selected controller is triggered for execution when the interrupt is finished.

Interrupt 6 (INT6) is hardware triggered by the AD converter, which, in turn, is hardware
triggered by the compare unit of timer 3 (in the middle of each PWM period). The interrupt's only
task is to copy the measurements to their respective variables and to trigger the user interface
handler when finished. The signals measured are the system's heatsink temperature, user
interface signals and the CCFB sensor values.

The infinite loop (in "ExecuteUI") continuously checks if it is triggered by INT6 to handle user
interface commands (by "Execlnput") or triggered by INT2 to perform a color control sequence (by
"ExecControl"). When invoked by INT6 the selected user interface interpreter (see box and figure
47) is called. Each user interface interpreter is explained in the next paragraph. If invoked by INT2,
current junction temperatures are calculated, the color controller is called, and the selected control
method is executed. If needed, the color point is prioritized above flux output.
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G.1.3. UI interpreters
Although it is not yet clear how a future user might like to tune his LED based light to his favorite
light color and level, several user interfaces can be defined already [14]. Some of these methods
are implemented in the color control software, for instance hue&chroma settings. The hue&chroma
setting seems a sensible approach to set a color. It allows complete flexibility as every color within
the system's color gamut can be reached, while also providing presets over the black body line.
This resulted in an invention submission (10698667).

The block diagram for each interpreter is displayed in figure 47. Some methods do not directly
set the CIE 1931 chromaticity coordinates (x, y and z), but different variables (like color
temperature or hue&chroma). The user interface interpreter first converts these other variables
into chromaticity coordinates. The next step is usually to convert these coordinates to either
sensor values (at reference temperature) for CCFB, or nominal duty cycles (at reference
temperature) for the other methods ("SetNewReference"). In some cases, an additional step is
necessary.

A flow diagram of the basic routine ("SetNewReference") called by most interpreters is
displayed on the right. It subsequently multiplies the chromaticity coordinates with the correct
matrix ([C) or [CM] depending on control method) and normalizes the results to 1023 (maximum
value for digitally converted signals). If the selected color point is not within the color gamut of the
LED system, an "out-of-range" flag is raised and the color point is shifted to the nearest color
inside the color gamut of the system [14]. Finally, the selected dimming level is applied and the
calculated reference values are stored in their respective variables.
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Symbol Unit Meaning
rc - Matrix with tristimulus values for each LED color (vertical) in a system

rCM - Calibration matrix for an LED system
[S - Matrix with sensor values for each LED color (vertical) in a system

<VF> V Average forward voltage
A m" Heatsink surface area

B25/85 - Thermistor's material constant
c ms-1 Speed of light (c=2.99792458.1 Oil ms-1

)

C JkQ-1K 1 Aluminum heat capacity
o or DCO/O - Duty cycle percentage

Eaor Eaa eV Bandgap or bandgap at reference temperature
h Js Planck's constant (h=6.62607.1 0-;;4 Js)

hc WK"'m-L Heat transfer coefficient
k JK-1 Boltzmann's constant (k=1.38066.1 O-L;; JK-1

)

Kp - Linear transfer between nominal duty cycle setpoint and LED duty
cycle

Kp, Kj, Ko - PID controller tune parameters
Kr WLK 1 Linear transfer between temperature and LED duty cycle

L, <1l 1m Flux
n - Constant in 2na order Lorentzian model for LED spectrum

(n=1.287188)
R25 Q Thermistor's resistance at 25 degrees Celsius
RA - Color Rendering Index

R2b KV\fl Eauivalent thermal resistance between iunction and board
Rs Q LEOs equivalent series resistance

SeA Wm-;; Spectral power distribution per unit area
T K Temoerature

Tambient K Ambient temperature (25°C)
T K Junction temperature
Ta K Characteristic LED temperature for flux equation

TpwM s PWM period interval
Tref K Reference temperature
Ts s Interval between samples or sample period (Ts =2 * TpwM)

Tss K Steady-state temperature or equilibrium temperature
u, v - Color coordinates in the Uniform Chromaticity Scale

V m,j Heatsink volume
V(A) or V'(A) m-1 Respectively photopic and scotopic eye sensitivity curve

Va V LEOs turn-on voltage
VF V LED's forward voltage

X,Y,Z - Tristimulus values
x, y, z - Chromaticity coordinates

X(A), Y(A ),Z(A), m,jW CIE standard colorimetric observers (color-matching functions)

B nm/K Shift in LED's peak wavelength per Kelvin
Lluv - Color difference (or error) between two color points in u,v-space (UCS)

Aor Aa nm Wavelength or peak wavelength
p kgm-;; Aluminum density
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Symbol Unit Meanina
Tdriver-OFF S Driver reSDonse time (OFF)
Tdriver-ON S Driver response time (ON)

Tfillerina1 S Sensor filterinQ for time-resolved measurements
Tfillerinn2 S Sensor filterina for color coordinates feedback (CCFB)
Thealsink S Heatsink heatinQ

lLED s LED heatinQ
cJ)ref 1m Reference flux

Table 22: List of symbols
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Appendix I: List of abbreviations

Abbreviation Meaning
BBL Black body-locus

CCFB Color coordinates feedback system
CDL Central Development Lighting
CIE International Commission on Illumination (French abbreviation)
CM Calibration matrix [CM]

CMF CIE 1931 Color-matching functions
CRI Color Rendering Index

CRT Cathode ray tubes
.

DSP Digital signal processor
EEPROM Electrically erasable programmable read-only memory

FFB Flux feedback system
FFB&TFF System with a combined flux feedback and temperature feed forward

FWHM Width at 50% amplitude
LED Light-emitting diode

MCPCB Metal core PCB
MIMO Multi-input multi-output

NTC Resistor with a negative temperature coefficient
OL Open loop system

PCB Printed circuit board
PID Proportional-Integral-Derivative controller

PWM Pulse-width modulated/modulation
QE Quantum efficiency
RA Color Rendering Index

SISO Single-input single-output
SMD Surface mounted device
TFB Temperature feedback system

TI Texas Instruments
TU/e Technical University of Eindhoven
UCS Uniform chromaticity diagram

UI User interface

Table 23: List of abbreviations
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